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Today: Cloudy, 62°F (17°C)

Tonight: Cloudy, misty, 52°F (11°C)
Tomorrow: Scattered rain, 63°F (17°C)
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Arguelles Climbs to Victory
In 2.70 'Mech Everest' Contest

Injured Police Officer Files Suit
Against Institute, Beta Theta Pi

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 Friday, May 7, 1999

ANNIE CHOI-THE TECH

David Arguelles '01 leaps In the air upon winning this year's 2.70
competition last night.

MechEverest, Page 23

will travel to Japan next year to
compete in an international design
competition. Two additional stu-
dents who will later be selected will
compete as well.

Last-minute addition brings victory
Each robot could carry up to ten

pucks to drop in the holes. Students
could request an additional ten
pucks which could not be carried in
the robot body. Arguelles put these
in a light wire contraption pulled by
his robot, which he added "last
Thursday, the day before ship
date."

At the lowest hole, the trailer
dumped the extra pucks, and those
that fell in the hole scored one
point each. This was added to
points amassed by the pucks that

and lubricant.
The ramps were divided into

three segments at IS, 30, and 4S
degree inclines with a hole at the
end of each incline. Robots scored
points by dropping the pucks into
these holes and scored more points
for pucks dropped into higher holes.
The course was designed by Roger
S. Cortesi '99, a student of Slocum.

Some robots used suction to
keep their treads from slipping
down the table, some clung to the
walls bordering the table, and some
shot grappeling hooks past the table
to help pull themselves. The four
finalists' robots were fairly simple,
and McKenney attributed his suc-
cess to the fact that he "kept it sim-
ple."

Arguelles, along with
McKenney, Harper and Justin W.
Raade '01, who took fourth place,
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After six rounds of competition,
D~vid Arguelles '01 beat out over
130 students to become the champi-
on of "Mech Everest," this year's
2.;0 Design Competition.

The contest is the culmination of
the Des ign and Engineering 1
(2,.007) taught by Professor
Alexander H. Slocum '82.

Kurtis G. McKenney '01, who
finished in second place, and third
p\~ce finisher Christopher K. Harper
'01 were separated only by a tie-
breaker based upon time.

The object of Mech Everest was
te}' design a robot to travel up a
steepening ramp and drop hockey
pucks at the top. Students were
given kits of materials to use, and
w~re allowed to provide only inci-
dental items such as washers, bolts,

Biotech Companies Excel in $50K Competition
boasts a net worth over $3 billion.

"The second telecommunication revolution
has come: a computer-mediated communica-
tion revolution," Sahin said.

Preparation for the competition started in
the fall with the $IK Competition. This warm-
up for the $SOK Competition began in October
and winners were announced in early
December.

$SOK Compe~tion heading into 10th year
The MIT $SOK Competition is an annual

event which began in 1990 with a '$1 OK
Competition and evolved into its current form
through increased sponsorship. It was founded
by the MIT Entrepreneurs Club and the Sloan
New Ventures Association to "take advantage
of the winning combination of engineers and
business students."

Over ISO teams submitted entries in the
1999 competition. The field was narrowed to
39 semi-finalist teams in March and these
remaining teams developed business plans for
their ventures. Of those, seven finalists were
selected to present their plans at the Awards
Ceremony.

Management as a special seminar
(1S.328).

The course will be jointly
taught by officers from the Army,
Navy, and Air Force beginning in
the fall. It will offer six units of
credit and will be open to all stu-
dents.

The proposal for the new class,
announced by Professor of
Management Emeritus Robert B.
McKersie and Visiting Professor
of Military Science Robert R.
Rooney at the April faculty meet-
ing, was created by the ROTC
oversight committee, which con-
sists of faculty members, ROTC
cadets, and military commanders.

"They were interested in get-
ting more of ROTC into the main-
stream of campus coursework,"
Rooney said. "The three services
- Army, Navy, and Air Force - ,
really teach a lot of the same
things. There's a commonality
here that we could exploit."

"We had two objectives here: to
merge the three services, to con-
solidate our training of leadership
doctrine, and to export it to the

, MIT community," Rooney said.
The proposal for the course

comes four months after the MIT
chapter of ROTC held an
Independent Activities Period sem-
inar in leadership, with 18 in atten-
dance.

"We wanted to make sure that
we had interest before we started a
real course," Rooney said. "And itSOK, Page 19

ROTC, Sloan Tea;m Up
On Leadership Course
By Sanjay Basu
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

Beginning this fall, non-ROTC
students will" be allowed to enroll
in Leadership and Management I
(MS.40 1), and will receive credit
through the Sloan School ofBTP, Page 18

the defendants did not ensure that
rules and regulations for social
events were upheld.

The suit also alleges that Johnson,
BTP national, the alumni chapter,
and MIT committed willful, wanton,
and reckless conduct by failing to
perform duties "in light of the defen-
dants' knowledge of the history of
criminal and/or serious incidents
involving MIT fraternities arising
from alcohol consumption and lack
of supervision."

By Kristen landino
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

MolecularWare, a software start-up compa-
ny launched to help researchers develop drugs,
was awarded the grand prize in this year's
SSOK Competition Tuesday night in Kresge
Auditorium.

Runners-up in the competition were Just-in-
Zyme, a biotechnology company, and
Crosskate. which manufactures all-terrain
skates for extreme sports enthusiasts.

MolecularWare, Inc. was founded by Seth
Taylor MBA '97 and Ngon D. Dao G. The
company is on its way to closing a deal with a
prominent biotechnology firm and hopes to
release a product as soon as possible.

"It's a great experience. The $SOK
Competition gives graduate students the oppor-
tunity to see their ideas and research applied to
the real world," said Eudean W. Shaw G, a
member of the Just-in-Zyme Team with partner
Andrew Sarquharson of Harvard Business
School.

Kenan Sahin, Founder of Kenan Systems
and Vice-President of Software Technology at
Bell Laboratories, gave the Keynote Address at
the awards ceremony. His company was
recently acquired by Lucent Technologies and

James B. Williams '99, Philip J.
LaFond G, Russell Speiler '00,
Robert N. Tunick '99 and Steven J.
Lefkowitz '00 as defendants.

LaFond, Speiler, Tunick, and
Lefkowitz are named as representa-
tives of the BTP chapter. The chapter
itself, as an unincorporated associa-
tion, was not named.

The suit alleges that all the defen-
dants "owed a duty of reasonable
care to those on the premises"
including that alcohol laws were
observed by all those on the premis-
es. Additionally, the suit alleges that

,\(/()f)RAG CIRKOVIC -TIlE TECII

James Page demonstrates his product, the
CrosSkate

B,f Douglas E. Heimburger
fXECUT/VE EDrrOR

The Boston University police
officer who was severely injured last
summer while avoiding bottles
thrown from the roof of Beta Theta
Pi has filed suit against the Institute
and others.

,. The suit, filed by BU officer
James Barry and his wife Dorothy
on April 14, names the national Beta
T~eta Pi, the local alumni corpora-
tion Beta Upsilon Association and its
president, Michael A. Johnson '80,
M IT, and current MIT students

ROTC, Page 24
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Labor Wms Elections to Choose
Newly-Born Scottish Parliament

u.s. Allies and Russia Work
Out Kosovo Peace Fonnula'

Justice Dept. to Review
China Nuclear Probe

THE WASIIINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Justice Department is establishing a team of FBI agents and
federal prosecutors to review the government's response to suspi-
cions that the Chinese were engaged in espionage at some of the
nation's nuclear weapons laboratories, Attorney General Janet Reno
said Thursday.

Describing the review as "administrative" and not a criminal
investigation, Reno said the purpose of the inquiry wiIl be to deter-
mine whether "there was anything, either in this administration or in
prior administrations, that could have been done differently."

"I don't have any allegation that anybody did anything wrong,"
Reno said. "What I have is a process, a process that is always a very
difficult process, and I want to look at it from the point of view of
performance to see what we could have done in any way differently."

The focus of the review wiIl be the government's investigation of
Wen Ho Lee, a former scientist at the Los Alamos laboratory in New
Mexico. Lee was fired in March and remains under investigation for
possible espionage dating back to the 1980s, but he has not been
charged with a crime. Lee's lawyer has denied Lee committed any
crime and China has denied stealing U.S. secrets.

Clinton: Refugees' Return Will Be
'In Safety and In Freedom'

THE WASHINGTON POST
INGELHEIM, GERMANY

President Clinton, meeting for the first time with refugees from
the Kosovo crisis, vowed Thursday that they wiIl be able to return to
their war-tom province "in safety and in freedom."

At a refugee center in this town near Frankfurt, Clinton spoke
with several groups of ethnic Albanians who have been driven from
their homes by Yugoslav and Serbian security forces. In frequently
emotional encounters - first with a family and later with two larger
groups - the president listened sympathetically, explained the limits
of international relief efforts, and urged the refugees not to yield to
despair and hatred in the wake of their experiences.

"It is very important that every freedom-loving person in the
entire world know the story of Kosovo," the president told nearly 300
refugees gathered under cloudy, chilly skies. "To those of you who
told us the stories of your lives - the heartbreak, the nightmare, the
cruelty .. ,. I listened very carefuIly to all 'of you."

Jordan Will Ask for Debt Reduction
THE WASHINGTON POST

AMMAN, JORDAN

Jordan's King Abdullah said Thursday he will ask leaders of the
world's most economically powerful countries to forgive half of
Jordan's $7 billion in outstanding foreign debt in order to rekindle
economic growth.

In a meeting with Western reporters on the eve of a trip to Europe
and the United States, the new king said his country is currently sti-
fled by international interest payments of $800 million annually,
nearly 20 percent of Jordan's gross national product.

Hoping to capitalize on the global sympathy that Jordan received
when Abdullah's father, King Hussein, died in February, the young
monarch said he feels he has a brief "window" of a few months at
best to win financial concessions from abroad and move at home to
reform a stagnant domestic economy.

In meetings that begin this weekend in Britain and will continue
later in the month in Washington, he said he wants members of the
so-called Paris Club of creditor nations, as well as the International
Monetary Fund, to forgive enough debt now so that Jordan won't
have to make such appeals again.

By WIlliam Drozdlak
THE WASHINGTON POST

BONN, GERMANY

The United States and its allies-
reached agreement with Russia
Thursday on a set of principles for
resolving the Kosovo conflict that
include the key NATO demand for
deployment of an international mili-
tary force there and an offer to
Belgrade of continued sovereignty
over the rebellious province.

The agreement, worked out by
foreign ministers of the Group of
Seven industrial democracies and
Russia, added momentum to inter-
national efforts to reach a diplomat-
ic end to the seven-week-old con-
flict. Western officials said it
provides the framework for a peace
accord that they expect will be
endorsed by the U.N. Security
Council.

President Clinton welcomed the
agreement with Russia as "a signifi-
cant step forward," but he insisted
that NATO's 44-day-old aerial
bombardment of Yugoslavia will
continue until the government of
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic meets the West's
demands.

"I think there is a real peace
process under way," Clinton said as

By T. R. Reid
THE WASHINGTON POST

LONDON

Prime Minister Tony Blair's
Labor Party apparently beat back
the challenge from Scottish separists
Thursday as voters went to the polls
to choose the first members of the
newly created Scottish parliament.

Two exit polls indicated that
Labor - which wants to keep
Scotland as a part of the United
Kingdom - was likely to win the
most seats of any party in the new
parliament. The chief separatist
party, the Scottish National Party,
was running a healthy second, but
did not appear to be within reach of
majority control.

The polling suggested that
Labor's members in Scotland will
be able to form a ruling coalition

he met here with German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, "but
it has no chance of reaching a satis-
factory conclusion unless we main-
tain allied unity and firmness. I
don't think the process is long, but I
don't think we can afford to be dis-
couraged or be impatient."

The Serb-led Belgrade govern-
ment reacted warily to the plan,
although a Foreign Ministry official

.said it contains some positive
aspects and added, "Weare open to
discussion. "

Russian Foreign Minister .Igor
Ivanov said his government will be
in contact with offici~ls in Belgrade
as Moscow assumes a greater medi-
ating role, while U.S. officials
announced that Deputy Secretary of
State Strobe Talbott will fly to
Moscow soon for talks. "There will
be more than one, more than two,
more than three contacts with
Belgrade in the next few days,"
Ivanov said.

Seeking to ratchet up the pres-
sure on Milosevic's army arid police
forces, NATO warplanes continued
to pound Yugoslav military targets
as they took advantage of Belgrade's
weakened air defenses and an
expanded armada of aircraft
deployed mainly by the United

with another pro-union party, leav-
ing the Scottish nationalists as the
chief oppo'sition party in Scotland.
That would end the immediate
threat that Scotland might secede
from the United Kingdom. But
Scottish nationalist party leaders
promised to keep fighting for their
.goal of independence.

Labor was leading as well in exit
polls in Wales, where voters were
also choosing members of a new
local Parliament, according to the
British Broadcasting Corp.

The elections in Scotland and
Wales mark the first step in the his-
toric process known here as "devo-
lution" - that is, transferring some
elements of government authority
from the U.K.'s central government
in London to the new local bodies in
Edinburgh and Cardiff.

States, Britain and France.
NATO military officials

Thursday produced details to sup-
port their repeated claims over the
past few weeks that alliance f~ces r1
are striking hard at the Yugoslav Ij

army and Serbian special police
forces responsible for the expulsion
of ethnic Albanian civilians from
Kosovo - a province of Serbia,
Yugoslavia's dominant republic.
Thursday alone, Pentagon offi«4ials
disclosed, NATO aircraft bombed
27 tanks, armored personnel carriers
and other military vehicles in the
province.

To date, NATO planes have
destroyed 50 pe~cent of the mili- .
tary's ammunition supply in~he
province and struck more than ~oo
heavy weapons, including 200 tanks
and artillery pieces, Maj. Gen.
Waiter Jertz, a NATO mili~ry
spokesman, told reporters in
Brussels .. '

"Essentially, as of today, we
have pinned, pretty much, dIem
down; ~e have pretty much largely
cut them off and are about to begin
to take them out," Jertz said., He
said the air war is "having a power-
ful impact on the ability of Serb
forces to carry out their policy of
ethnic cleansing." '..

There were also local elections
Thursday in .cities and counties. all
.ove(England. There, t60, the Labor
Party appeared to be running in first
place. The chief English opposition
party, the Conservative Party, was ,
polling in second place, with the
Liberal Democrats running third,
but more stronglY ,than any~ne
expected.

The man who was perhaps most
interested in those local results
across in England was a man nol~n
any ballot Thursday night: William
Hague, the Conservative Party
leader. .

Hague has been under intense fire
within his badly split party in recent
weeks. A poor showing by Tory can-
didates in the local races Thursaey
night could be'the last straw that
costs him his job as party leader.
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Rain, rain, go away...
By Bill Ramstrom
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

While last weekend we were lucky enough to have unchangingly clear
skies, this weekend we will see an equally stagnant pattern, however, of
clouds and occasional sprinkles. A low currently over the northern Plains
states will slowly drift into southern Canada as it weakens, bringing clouds
and a damp onshore flow to coasta! New England through Sunday. While
today looks to be just mostly cloudy, we can expect showers to begin late
tonight and continue off and on into Sunday .

Temperatures will be seasonable this weekend, with daily highs in the
mid 60s (16-18C), and lows in the low 50s (II-12°C). Temperatures right
along the coast" could stay in the 50s each day, as winds will be blowing in
from the still-cold ocean waters,

The storm responsible for our drizzly weekend is the same one that
helped to spawn the deadly tornadoes in Oklahoma earlier in the week,
Fortunately the storm is no longer very strong, and wiIl not affect us with
any thunderstorms, just regular showers.

Today: Cloudy with a few spots of fog. High 62°F (17°C).
Tonight: Cloudy and misty. Showers after midnight. Low 52°F (11°C).
Saturday: Scattered showers throughout the day. High ~3°F (17°C).

:. S.aturday"Njght: C:O'!tinue~ ..damp .. perhaps':'3 period of steady' rain. I.
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,..Researchers Find Molecule That
,Mimics Insulin Action in Diabetics

,.House Passes Bill Increasing
.Funding for Balkans Conflict

(May 7, 1999

By Guy Gugliotta
•and Juliet Eilperln

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

Barely a week after refusing to
"'support the Balkans war, the
Republican-led House Thursday
more than doubled the Clinton

,:.administration's funding request to
pay for it, adding billions of dollars
in new spending to refurbish what
the Gap regards as the country's

;1 ~ weakened armed forces.
In contrast to the chaos that

accompanied last week's votes on
Kosovo policy, the Gap leadership

'. easily brushed aside a substantial
number of potentially controversial
amendments and shepherded

. Thursday's $13.1 billion emergency
spending bill to easy passage, by a

By Thomas H. Maugh II
LOS ANGELES TIMES

;\ Pharmaceutical researchers have
discovered the first simple molecule
that, given by mouth, can mimic the
action of insulin in diabetics, a dis-

'. covery that could eventually free
millions of people from the burden
of injecting insulin two or more

~ times per day.
Isolated from a fungus growing

on the leaves of a plant collected
outside Kinshasha, Republic of the

,-J Congo, the chemical controls blood
glucose levels in mice specially
bred to develop diabetes, the team

, reports in Friday's Science.
&- Researchers have high hopes that it,

or a closely related chemical, will
do the same thing in humans.

bipartisan vote of 311 to 105.
House Speaker Dennis Hastert,

R-Ill., whose refusal to take a lead-
ership role in last week's debate
helped sow confusion, spoke up in
the first minutes Thursday, counsel-
ing colleagues not to view the emer-
gency bi 11 as a referendum on
Clinton's handling of the war.
Instead. he said, it was a means to
rejuvenate an armed forces "hol-
lowed out" by six years of depleted
budgets under Clinton's steward-
ship.

"To my colleagues who disagree
with the president's policy, let me
say simply, you had your vote last
week," Hastert said. "Now is the
time to. rise above the partisanship
and vote for the good of the coun-
try."

Insulin helps cells throughout the
body use glucose for energy and
store it for future use, but it pro-
duces no effects if taken orally
because it is a protein that is broken
down in the stomach.

An estimated 1 million Americans
have Type 1, or insulin-dependent,
diabetes and must take the hormone
every day. Many of the 15 million
Americans with Type 2 diabetes must
also inject insulin, as do many of the
175 million diabetics worldwide.

If the new compound is shown to
work as well in humans as it does in
mice, "The potential is enormous,"
said Dr. Arthur Rubenstein of Mount
Sinai Hospital in New York City.

"Conceptually, the idea that a
simple molecule can replace insulin

•
WORLD & NATION

The $13.1 billion approved
Thursday would come from surplus
funds generated by the Social
Security program in fiscal 1999. It is
to be used to pay for the U.S. por-
tion of NATO's ongoing air war
over Yugoslavia through Sept. 30.

The bill also funded a number of
Gap military priorities, including
$1.09 billion in military construc-
tion in Europe and the Middle East,
and substantial increases in alloca-
tions for munitions, spare parts,
maintenence, training, recruitment
and retention~

The bill included a $1.8 billion
increase in military pay and retire-
ment benefits for fiscal 2000, and
added $110 million in loan authority
and incidental expenses to help
America's farmers.

is dramatically important," said Dr.
Gerald Bernstein of the Beth Israel
Medical Center in New York, presi-
dent of the American Diabetes
Association. "This is a very exciting
opportunity. "

Officials from Merck Research
Laboratories, which discovered the
new chemical, would not speculate
on when the compound might be
tested in humans. Although they
observed no adverse effects in the
mouse tests, Merck researchers will
have to do more toxicological test-
ing before it can be given to humans.

"The point is to demonstrate that
this novel approach (to treating dia-
betes) works," said endocrinologist
Bei Zhang, leader of the Merck
team ..

THE TECH Page 3

Microsoft Joins Forces With AT&T
LOS ANGELES TIMES SEAlTLE

By agreeing to invest $5 billion in AT&T Corp., Microsoft Corp.
has bought itself the rights not only to put its Windows CE software
in digital set-top boxes but also to playa central role in building the
infrastructure required to offer e-mail, Internet access and other ser-
vices through television sets, according to details of the agreement
announced Thursday.

Under the deal, Microsoft will buy 100 million AT&T preferred
shares at $50 each and get three-year warrants to buy 40 million com-
mon shares at $75 each. If Microsoft exercises the options, it will
have a 3 percent stake in AT&T.

In exchange, AT&T will install Microsoft's Windows CE in 2.5
million to 5 million cable TV boxes. The agreement comes on top of
a previous agreement between Microsoft and TCI (now owned by
AT&T) to put Windows CE on 5 million set-top boxes.

AT&T has also agreed to use Microsoft's Windows NT server
software to handle such critical "back end" functions as billing and c-
mail in major deployments of digital cable television in threc cities
by next summer. Microsoft will work exclusively with AT&T to
develop the systems in a large and small city while the two compa-
nies will also work with alternative providers in a third city.

Researchers Discovery of Gene May
Build Better Anti-Bacteria Arsenal

LOS ANGELES TIMES

Researchers say they have identified a gene that could make possi-
ble inexpensive, powerful. vaccines or new antibiotics against the bac-
teria that cause food poisoning, plague, cholera, dysentery and
syphilis.

The discovery comes at a time when a growing number of infec-
tious agents are becoming resistant to humankind's arsenal of anitbi-
otics.

Geneticist Michael 1. Mahan and his colleagues at the University
of California, Santa Barbara, report in Friday's edition of Science that
Salmonella bacteria carry a gene called "Dam" that serves as an
on/off switch for a variety of weapons used by the bacterium to pro-
duce disease when it infects humans.

Bacteria lacking the gene do not cause disease, they found, but
stimulate a strong immune response, making them ideal ingredients
for a vaccine.

Mice immunized with the Salmonella mutant were, without
exception, able to withstand massive injections of disease-producing
bacteria.

An estimated 2 million to 4 million cases of food poisoning are
produced each year in the United States by such bacteria and a safe,
effective vaccine could reduce that number virtually to zero.

Worldwide, these and other bacteria cause 17 million deaths
annually, more than three times the number caused by cancer.
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Approaching the End

The W riring on the Wall

Playing The Blame Game
OPINION THE TECH Page 5

causing violent crime in the city. Several other
cites filed similar lawsuits soon afterwards.
People are suing the tobacco industry at an .
alarming rate, claiming that the industry was
responsible for their loved ones' illness or
death. What's next? Will alcoholics sue the
beer industry because their spouse left them
because of their drinking? The only people
who profit from our obsession for assigning
blame are our lawyers.

Some may claim that our enthusiasm for
assigning blame is an appropriate reaction to
an unexpected tragedy, necessary in order for
us exert control in an otherwise chaotic world.
Others assert that our tendency to point fin-
gers is even beneficial to society, since it
keeps irresponsible individuals and negligent
industries in check. While these are valid
arguments, still we've become too aggressive
in our national quest to assign blame in hopes
that we will be safer or that things will be the
way they were before. Filing lawsuits and
banning violent video games won't solve all
our problems. As long as there are people full
of hate and anger like Dylan Klebold and Eric
Harris, the two Littleton gunmen, tragedies
will continue to happen, no matter how many
industries we sue or gun control laws we pass.
Smokers will continue to get sick ~nd perhaps
even die as a result. Alcoholics will continue
to face repercussions for their actions unless
they get help. Like Klebold and Harris, these
people make choices and suffer the conse-
quences. They are responsible, at least in part,
for their actions. Trying to find other people
and industries to blame won't change that.

logical warfare" is the sanctions? If this is
what TARGET meant, it might have made
more sense not to list it and the sanctions sepa-
rately. As "biological warfare" could mean
any warfare involving life, TARGET's state-
ments are true in the same sense as the
President's sworn testimony - technically.

On the lighter side, the MIT Assassins'
Guild has been displaying some of their mem-
orable moments in print. The best one ends,
"I'll bet there's one thing you didn't know
about Frosted Dutch Apple Pop Tarts in their
original foil wrapping ... They lase." It was
also strange to see tlie a'dvertisement for a
comedy group performing with "Sock Puppet
Leeches," and the cluster of nine different
"Womens' Studies" signs on a single wall in
Burton House. But the most interesting recent
sign was one which appeared on Tuesday.
With no other identification than the word
"SWASS" - the name of a political activist
organization - it displays pictures of wrestler
"Macho Man" Randy Savage, with the cap-

.tion, "Tired of Scientific Empiricism? Step
into Lamarckian Evolution!" There is also a
short description of Darwin's contemporary,
Lamarck, and his version of evolutionary the-
ory. It is difficult to criticize something which
makes so little sense that it's hilarious.

Yes, life has been getting more surreal
lately. Clearly, we all are in dire need of a
vacation.

September, when the cycle will repeat once
more.

But Sep~ember will be different too from a
year ago. I'll be a sophomore on grades. I
probably didn't take as full advantage of
pass/no record as I should have. More than
one upperclassman has asked me, "Why are
you working so hard? You're not on grades!
Enjoy it while you can!" I tried to listen, but I
don't think anyone understands the blessings
of pass/no record until it's gone. I admit I took
advantage of it to justify giving up after
numerous late nights of problem sets when I
simply couldn't work anymore.

I can't fathom how my life will change
next year. I've lost touch with some of my
high school fr'iends. I thought the friends I
made during orientation would last me a life-
time, but already some ..of my good friends
from eight months ago have been reduced to
mere acquaintances, familiar faces in the hall.
At the same time, I've made new friends, peo-
ple who have become my extended family,
people who I'll be sad to see graduate, and
those who I can't imagine not seeing every
day when I go home.

So when my family comes in two weeks to
pick me up, driving their new minivan to
carry home a year's worth of accumulated
items, I don't know how I'll react. But until
then, in the words of New Order, "It's a prob-
lem I find, living a life that lean 't leave

. behind ... every day my confusion grows."

And boy, are we good at it. The media
have taken the cue. Every TV news show is
now airing a piece on who or what's to blame
in the recent Littleton tragedy. CBS's 60
Minutes aired a segment describing why the
parents of the school shooting in West
Paducah, Kentucky, are suing the publishers
of Doom, Quake, and other "violent" comput-
er games. The show alleged that the entertain-
ment industry was encouraging our kids to act
out their aggression on others, leading to the
shootings in Kentucky and Colorado. Dateline
NBC, in their analysis of the Littleton shoot-
ing, aired a story on the "gun problem" in our
country. Using "hidden camera footage," they
showed how easy it was for any teenager to
buy weapons like the ones used at Littleton at
gun shows held all over the country.

Lawmakers are now introducing an
unprecedented number of gun control bills to
demonstrate that they too can point their fin-
gers at someone or something in order to win
over public opinion. Now, people are even
starting to condemn the Internet, claiming it's
an unregulated repository of dangerous infor-
mation, giving children access to bomb-mak-
ing schematics and other hazardous material
difficult to obtain elsewhere.

Casting blame has become our new nation-
al pastime. Every time I read a newspaper, I
find more people pointing their fingers at
someone. It doesn't take a tragedy like
Littleton for us to do it either. The city of
Chicago recently sued gun manufacturers for
$433 million, blaming Smith and Wesson and
other corporations for their alleged role in

recently displayed a large series of posters
protesting the war in Kosovo. While their web
site has some material criticizing the NATO
airstrikes on legitimate constitutional grounds,
the group apparently decided that inflammato-
'ry and deceptive advertising would be better
for the general public. Protesting the "national-
ist and hegemonic oppression" against the
Serbian people who stand behind Milosevic as
he carries out his program of ethnic cleansing,
TARGET casts the Serbians as victims and
NA TO and the United States as villains for
intervening. In a breathtaking display of punc-
tuation, ~one sign asks why civilians are being
"slaughtered ... FOR PEACE?!?!?" "Come
raise your voice against the NATO bombing of
Yugoslavia and the use of nuclear weapons,"
says another. Nuclear weapons? That sign
leaves the reader to wonder whether NATO is
secretly using atomic bombs on Serbia. Other
signs explain further, though: some airplane.
ammunition contains depleted uranium, used
for its extreme mass to penetrate armor .
Perhaps the uranium rea]]y will cause health
problems for the Serbian people, as the Web
site claims (especially for those who take
30mm rounds internally), but again the signs
blare "nuclear weapons"- an attempt to influ-
ence people with false ideas. Worse, another
flyer compares Kosovo to Iraq, where "sanc-
tions and biological warfare ... are killing
thousands of Iraqi children." Perhaps the "bio-

behind my friends and "family" here. I feel
like I'm living a dual life; I don't really
belong anywhere anymore. Or can you belong
in two plac~s?

, Some of my friends at other universities
had trouble adjusting to life at school; I never
did. Ever since I arrived on campus I felt like
I belonged. I quickly grew accustomed to my
new life, while still keeping strong ties to my
life outside of school. I was in for a surprise
when I returned home for the first time to find
that life had continued without me, and that
things were different now. But I realized that I
had changed too, and so I attempted to re~on-
cile my new life with myoId one.

But now I must return home, to the life I
knew before. Yet it's not entirely the same life
I knew; I've had a year's worth of experience
from last summer, and have lived a very dif-
ferent life. But my family is different now
also; they have just purchased a minivan,
something that I never could have foreseen.
They are also looking at redesigning our
house, which I can't imagine. I've lived in
that house for fifteen years. I don't react so
well to change, unless it's me who is chang-
ing.

My home life will swap with my life at
college. While here, I have drifted from a few
of my high school friends while spending all
my free time with my friends here. Perhaps
this will reverse when I return home; it will.be
the college friends I lose touch with until

Wesley T. Chan

A friend of mine was distressed about the
recent rash of parents and school administra-
tors who harass students who play violent
video games. Such games, like Quake and
Doom, were favorites of the two disturbed
gunmen who massacred twelve of their fellow
students and a teacher at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado. The games are
not to blame, my friend stated; the deranged
gunmen were. Teachers and parents should
not force students to seek counseling because
they enjoy Quake or Doom, he argued.

Perhaps he's right about the video games.
But what scares me goes much deeper than
our sudden national aversion to violent video
games. I'm frightened that we're now out on a
relentless quest to find blame, pointing our
fingers at anything we suddenly decide we
don't like or want.

We're a nation bent on finding "answers,"
and nothing demonstrates this more than our
reaction to the recent school shooting in
Colorado. The students at Columbine want
answers. The owner of the pizza store where
the two gunmen worked wants answers. All of
Americ~ wants answers to the question of
how such a tragedy could happen and what
could have been done to prevent it. All too
often, we find our answers in blame. We point
our fingers in the hope that we will find what
could have prevented the tragedy, in the hope
that if we eliminate it, we will again be safe
and continue living the way we did before.

Kris Schnee

The daily life of college has been getting
somewhat surreal lately. Presumably because
of the spring weather, or the stress of
approaching exams, people have been posting
strange messages on bulletin boards around
campus. Some of these posters and signs are
outrageous, while others are simply ... weird .
, Congratulations go to the MIT branch of the

marijuana legalization group NORML for
amusing us all. For a while, it was hard to avoid
seeing their advertisements around campus,
their sigfls on Mass. Ave., or their display in
Lobby 7, all bearing a large leaf and exhorting
people to rally for their noble cause. Other pro-
weed posters combined leaves in a logo with a
medical staff and cross and proclaimed, "We
are coming. Hold out," with the slogan, "Cures
not wars." The "war" referred to is the estab-
lishment's attempt to imprison people who use
this drug. "Release the medicine. Heal the sick,"
implored NORML's poster. The proposed solu-
tion to the marijuana problem is to "stop all
cannabis arrests," a move which would also lib-
erate NORML's members to use marijuana for
non-humanitarian purposes as well. Surely we
should accept this as coincidence, lest we be
accused (as the posters suggested) of that great
sin of the 90s, "intolerance."

An organization called TARGET has also

.Veena Thomas

I'm running out of time.
The weather in Cambridge has remained at

53 degrees for long enough, for so long that I
couldn't even send my winter clothes home
with my parents when ~hey came up two
weeks ago. I was afraid I would still need my
sweaters. And scarily enough, I still do,
although it's May.

Finally, a breakthrough: the temperature
broke into the 60s, even close to 70, for a few
days. I reacted in the only way I knew how: I
played Frisbee and flew kites for hours. I
spent one Sunday in Boston Common, enjoy-
ing the rare sunshine. I celebrated the advent
of May at the May Days festival in Harvard
Square, where I had Tibetan food for lunch. I
finally wore my sunglasses that had been tak-
ing up space in my bag, waiting for the sun. I
was so excited. Finally I could truly enjoy
being a college student in Boston, spending
time outdoors.

Then I realized that I am only spending
two more weekends here before going home
for the summer, and at least one of those
weekends I will be frantically studying for
finals. Why do' I have to go home no~? I was
just starting to have fun here.

Of course, I would like to go home to
spend lots of time with my family and friends.
At the same time, I am very reluctant to leave
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The Scent
of Math

Julia C. Lipman

Forget pocket protectors, floodpants, and
all of the other fashion faux pas attributed to
mathematicians. It's time to take a look at

pow badly fashion types can blunder when
presented with the simplest mathematical
ideas. I'm referring to the tony fashion house
Givenchy's efforts to sell everyone's favorite
~constant as an overpriced cologne. Pi, which,'
they helpfully inform us, "is more than a
name - it's a symbol," is the name of their
new men's fragrance. I haven't seen anyone

•get this excited about a constant since tIly cal-
culus class learned Euler's formula (e1t\=-I).

Euler's formula is a little above the heads
.of the fashionistas, but Givenchy tries to,Pro-
vide some background where it can. They
inform us that [PI] (that's how they write it) is
"used in mathematics to express the constant
'ratio of the circumference of a circle to its
diameter, i.e., 3.1416." They let us know that
it was "discover[ ed]" by "Archimede [sic]."

. The ad copy gushes, "Resonant with history
'and mystery, [PI] is a link b~tween past, pre-
sent and future. [PI] is the universal number,
the transcendental number, the ruling num-
.ber." (This is the part where e starts to feel a
little left out.)

. Not only is pi the transcendental number;
it's also "eternally masculine." No longer. the
'province of pencil-necked nerds, math has
been transformed by fashion into the domain
of macho men who, we're told, "have always
•.endeavored to push back the frontiers of the
known world and reveal the mysteries of the
unknown." According to Givenchy, men are
"still seeking to establish [PI]'s unlimited dec-

'Imals." They don't mention what women are
doing; perhaps they're baking [PI]es.

It's hard to say whether we're approaching
jl time when advertisers promote
"Differentiable Color" lip gloss ("for those
times when continuous just isn't enough.") Of
course, pseudoscientific jargon has been
.around for years - remember the doctors
who told everyone about the healthful effects
of smoking Camels? But math seems to be in
fashion now, and perhaps mathematical jargon
will replace scientific jargon in advertising.

What's really different about the new
mathematical jargon is its dependency on the
)nformation age to give people some prior
concept of what they're hearing. Advertisers
can assume that most people have a good
enough idea of what pi is that they won't be
~ntimidated by a product bearing its name.
They can assume that people will be flattered
by the idea that they are somehow part of this
mystical constant, and that they are capable of

•understanding such' a deep mathematical con-
cept. The results are a lot closer to numerolo-'
gy than mathematics. At least Pi, the movie,

..tempered its mysticism with fairly realistic.
depictions of what it's like to do mathematics.

Furthermore, rather than using science to
sell a product' by explaining, in' pseudoscien-

."tific terms, why the product is better than its
competitors, Givenchy is using the very idea
of math to sell its product. Douglas Coupland

...coined the term "status substitution" to refer
to "an object with intellectual or fashionable
cachet to substitute for an object that is merely
pricey: 'Brian, you left your copy of Camus in

"'your brother's BMW. '" [PI], the fragrance, is
both: a pricey object that's associated with
math, which is now apparently fashionable as
well as intellectual.

At a Tuesday forum at MIT entitled
"Creating the Consumer Culture," advertising
consultant Eric Almquist discussed the effort

.that goes into creating a brand name. He
described Harley-Davidson as an example of a
brand that relies on emotional effect rather
than a perception of the product itself. Is

."Givenchy doing the same thing 'with pi? Soon,
we'lJ be willing to pay more for certain brands
of pi than others. Maybe we'll be seeing

,_designer constants someday, or designer copy-
rights on existing constants.

Will pi no longer be arcane enough for the
fashion crowd in a few years? Will people try

.. to demonstrate their intellectual superiority by
associating themselves with more and more
obscure constants, like e (a woody scent, since
it has to do with logs) or even i (an imaginary

A' fragrance)? But even when no one in the fick-
le.realm of couture is returning pi's phone
calJs anymore, the math world will still wel-

" come it back with open arms after its brief
flirtation with fame, as a much wiser and more
world-weary constant.

Oh, and if you were wondering what pi
•• smells like, it has "head notes" of "citrus,

green, and floral" and "heart notes" of "mag-
netic wood." . I
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THE ARTS
ON CAMPUS

Playwrights in Performance
Four new plays in 90 entertaining minutes

himself in the incomprehensible role of inferi-
or. The sparks between the two build to a bril-
liant climax that should ring true for anyone
who has had to work with other bright people.~"
Paiz and Valtenova, no novices to the MIT
stage, work beautifully together, and evolve
their respective characters a surprising amount
given the-length of the play., At a school with t

pass/no record freshman year, Kohler man-
ages to get at the heart of why such tempering
is necessary, and concludes a dense and satis-i-'
fying 90 minutes of original works.

worlds at a pace that would have been fast
even in New York. Over the next few scenes,
we learn that these two are part of a larger
crew attending "Camp Achievement," a mid-
dle manager boot camp run by an eccentric
director (Andy Zengion '99) and her assistant
Joyce (Ann-Marie White G). All of them
(Ricardo Ramirez '02, Rishard Chen '02, Erin
Lavik G, Janet Chieh '99, and Charolyn Chen
'02) are there trying to re-gild their tarni'shed
lives, and when ego rears its ugly head in the
team of David and Jane, David soon finds

GRABOR CSANY1-THE TECH1.'

Damon Suden '99 and Liz Stoehr '96 visit the coffeehouse after the "Rhapsody In Blue" con-
cert in The Plano Teacher by Benjamin Self '99.

seem to come from anywhere. As with
many age-based scenes, it is difficult to
see the autumn/spring relationship,
although Suden's innocent whistled
piano mime is a nice touch, as is his caf-
feinated sweet tooth.

Following a brief intermission is
Empty, by Thomas Cork '00. Set in a
gay club the night after the Gay Pride
Parade, the main story involves Joey
(Sean Austin '99) trying to convince
Andrew (Jeff Klann '0 I) to land anyone
of the available men in the place that
Andrew would like. The se1f-depricating
Joey is really just obscuring his feelings
towards his friend through this gay
machismo, which closely matches
straight machismo. Woven into this line
are the drug-abusing drag queen
Shaniqua (Theater Arts Senior Lecturer
Michael Ouellette), a lonely older man
(Ben Self G) who makes a pass at Joey,
Giovanni the male model (Fernando
Padilla '99), and a bartender (Tech
staffer and PIP Assistant Director
Vladimir Zelevinsky G appearing in a
revealing black sequined v-neck vest).
Cork gives an interesting and important
glimpse into gay life by setting the scene
in a social environment, so that between
the lights, the synchronized sound track, and
the replica of Michelangelo's David, the char-
acters have the cover of the club to be a little
more crazy, and eventually a little more sane,
than they might have been otherwise.

The final and most compelling piece of the
evening is Brilliance, by Eddie Kohler G. It
starts with a bang as two executive-types,
identified as David (Fernando Paiz G) and
Jane (Marketa Valtenova '00) by their "Hello
my name is" tags, try to one-up each other's
intelligence by giving a brief history of their

By Joel Rosenberg
,/IOS I'm/( IR

Plays by Peggy Anderson 'Y9. Benjamin Se(j'
G. Thomas Cork '00. Edward Kohler G
Directed by Alan Bro(~\'
Re}lI/arsal Room B
Tonight and Tomorro\\' at 8p.m.

There are hundreds of extracurricular
activities available at MlT, and some
folks choose to spend their precious
free time in theater, often acting,

sometimes producing, and occasionally writ-
ing. Associate Provost for the Arts Professor
Alan Brody makes a point each spring to
showcase the writers by employing other stu-
dents to act in and produce the one-act cre-
ations that form Playwrights In Performance.
This year's collection is quite diverse, and
quite entertaining.

The evening opens with The Mirror, by
Peggy Anderson '99. Two women, dressed
identically yet isomerically, enter and recite
two seemingly unrelated monologues. As they
move to face each other, it becomes clear that
Skinny and Fatty, Teresa Huang '98 and
Sarah Cohen '00 respectively, are mirror
images, and the monologues turn out to be
representative of the similarities and differ-
ences between the two sides of the same coin.
The scene is a well done commentary on self-
realization and self-acceptance.

Seduction is the theme of The Piano
Teacher, by Ben Self G, as the older mentor,
Liz Stoehr G, tries to convince the nervous
student, Damon Suden '99, that she has more
to teach him more than just "Rhapsody in
Blue". Unfortunately, the chemistry between
the two fails to sparkle as much as Stoehr's
accessories, so that when she finally breaks
down while confessing her unrequited love,
the honesty she manages to achieve doesn't

replace the injured Sally Duncan, with little
time for rehearsal, but the result is still rathei'~
dispiriting. Reinking's dancing is really not
crisp and exact enough, so when the finale
pairs her with vastly superior Henshall, the ..
result is discouraging. It's also rather low-'
spirited, with the last couple of musical num-
bers being too short and too bland. As the
result, Chicago, for all its initial bang, ends ...
with a whimper.

THEATER REVIEW

Chicago
All That Jazz
By Vladimir Zelevinsky
AS:\'OC'IATE ARTS EDITOR

Shubert Theater, until May 30
Music by John Kander
Lyrics by Fred Ebb
Book by Fred Ebb and Bob Fosse
Based on the play by Maurine Dallas WatJ...ins
Directed by Walter Bobbie
Choreography by Ann Reinking after the orig-
inal choreography by Bob Fosse
With Ann Reinking. Ruthie llenshall. Adrian
Zmed. Bruce Winant

Chicago is a curious mixture of old and
new, some of which works and some
of which doesn't. Originally directed
and choreographed by legendary Bob

Fosse, this musical by Kander and Webb
(Cabaret) failed on Broadway in 1975. Now,
with the original lead Ann Reinking rework-
ing Fosse's choreography and Walter Bobbie
directing the show as a stylishly demented
vaudeville act, Chicago triumphally returned
to the stage. Two things are clear: first, twenty
years ago it failed not because of artistic
shortcomings but because it was way ahead of
its time; and second, right now it might be
getting a bit too old.

First and foremost, this is a Bob Fosse
show, and this shows in every dance step,
every stretch, leap, body arch, twist of the
limb, and turn of the head. Reinking, whose
choreography operates squarely in the Fosse
mold, creates many a dazzling display of bod-
ies in rest and motion, and sometimes a well-
placed isolation - like a moment when the
dancer is completely still and moving only
one finger - works wonders.

There's also style, and style to spare.
Chicago looks starkly postmodern, with the
orchestra occupying most of the stage, and the
performers confined to the narrow stretch at
extreme downstage. In addition, costumes are
all mesh and sheer and tight and jet black,
with only a couple of brilliant spots of white.
The production mostly works as a presenta-
tion, rather than presenting an enveloping
environment: the world of Chicago is an artis-
tic statement of in-your-face hyper-reality, as
stylized as it gets.

Good thing too, because the story is utterly
incapable of carrying the show all by itself.
There's nothing wrong with the story of Roxie
Hart killing her lover and then manipulating
public opinion and media all the way to and
through the trial; but there's just not enough
of this story.

The unfolding narrative is slowly paced
and rather predictable. I'm certain that twen-
ty-four years ago it felt daring and iconoclas-
tic; now it feels somewhat obvious. Kicking
media is really nothing new, and for all the
time Chicago spends firing its shots at this
particular target, it feels like entirely too easy
an aim.

That's why the style is essential, and that's
why Chicago works, for most of its running
time: the style occupies the space that would
otherwise feel empty. This is a usual problem
with sarcasm, and Chicago has sarcasm and
attitude to spare: very often, there's nothing
behind it. This show is short on story and long
- very long - on attitude, with all the acting
being directly aimed at the audience, with
seemingly nothing going on behind the
facades of cheerful murderers and liars.

Kander and Webb are clearly aware of
this, and they give Roxie an extended number
late in the first act when she opens up, and
gives, directly to the audience, all the work-
ings of her psyche. It's a good try, but it only
works further to illuminate her emptiness. The
problem is, every other character in Chicago
is as empty as Roxie; and I'm not asking for
someone to identify or sympathize with. I'm
asking for someone who can't be described in
one sentence. Unfortunately, all the characters
can be neatly summarized in just a few words,
from the media-savvy lawyer Billy Flynn to
the downtrodden husband Amos Hart to the
gregarious prison warden "Mama" Morton.
The only glorious exception is Ruthie
Henshall as sinuous ex-showgirl double mur-
deress Velma Kelly, who supplies the show's
best voice, best moves, and the most interest-
ing character.

But it's still a Kander and Webb show, and
for most of its running time the songs are all
aces, from the immortal opener "All That
Jazz" to the elaborately hilarious "Cell Block
Tango" to Flynn's self-praising anthem "All I
Care About is Love" to Amos crooning "Mr.
Cellophane". Chicago reaches its extended
pinnacle in the showstopping "Razzle
Dazzle", a combination of a circus show, a
burlesque act, and a murder trial. The combi-
nation of visuals, choreography, and the sinu-
ous jazzy verve of the musical score is utterly

irresistible.
After that, the show falls apart rather piti-

fully, for several reasons. Chicago tries to end
up with the moral, and to get to this moral it
has to sacrifice its dramatic arc and any
momentum and intensity gained so far. Also,
Ann Reinking herself, playing the lead, is
really not as good as her own choreography
requires. This can be chalked to the fact that
Reinking had to step in the last moment to

COURTESY SCHUBERT mEATER
Ann Reinking, choreographer of the six-time Tony Award winning production Chicago.
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,~NCAMPUS

Louder ~ not better, but better ~

added to her commanding stage presence.
Although most songs were as subtle as a thun-
derstorm during an outdoor wedding,
Dolores's voice still managed to get into the
lyrics. Besides Noel Hogan on guitar, Mike
Hogan on bass guitar, and Fergal Lawler on
drums, two more musicians, a drummer and a
guitarist whose high tenor vocals comple-
mented Dolores' singing, filled out the
Cranberries' sound. One of the highlights of
the concert was the song "Saving Grace,"
which Dolores explained was written right
before having her son. She sat on a stool and
sang it with her eyes closed, in front of a
backdrop of rather corny star lights.

The hour-and-a-half long, 22-song set was
fun, although it took until about the fifth song
for the group to really hit its stride and begin
to really energize the crowd. The concert
included excellent lighting, featuring a wide
palette of colors, and the surprise song,
"Daffodil Lament," a ballad from their second
album. The new songs were uncomplicated
and easy to listen to for the first time, and sev-
eral of them, such as "Animal Instinct," "You
and Me," and "Promises," their first new sin-
gle, were as strongly memorable as their old
songs. The concert demonstrated that the
Cranberries, after a two year hiatus, are back
to their old selves and better, if louder, than
ever.

songs in all and closed out the night the
Georget Harrison song, "I've Got My Mind
Set on You" .

The Toons currently have a CD called The
59th Street Bridge available, selling for $13.
The CD features ten of their more popular
songs. The album features a mix including
three Boyz II Men songs and "Feelin'
Groovy", by Simon and Garfuokel as well as
a song by U2. The overall quality of the music
is pretty professional but the vocal backup is a
little too forceful, taking away from the
soloist.

joy as their album, and the audience appreciat-
ed their new sense of self and purpose.

The amusing thing about seeing rock
groups who are so flfDlly ensconsced in the
bosom of pop culture perform live is that it
doesn't take a winner of the MIT Mystery
Hunt to predict what songs are going to be
performed; all it takes is an hour or two of
watching MTV and listening to WBCN. Still,
it was nice to hear all of their radio hits,
including such familiar songs as "Linger" and
"Zombie." The setlist was pretty evenly divid-
ed between their first two multi-platinum
albums, Everyone Else is Doing It, So Why
Can't We? and -No Need to Argue-\ and their
latest release, while virtually ignoring their
third and far less popular album, -To the
Faithful Departed,- with the exception of the
punk rock-esque "Salvation."

The recently married lead singer, Dolores
O'Riordan Burton, engaged the 'audience with
her idiosyncratic voice and her whimsical per-
sonality. Her motion across the stage, limited
only by her black leather skirt and platforms,
her requests to the audience for help singing
the chorus to "Linger" and "Dreams," her
comments between songs, and her change of
clothes from a brown velvet cape for the first
encore, to a flowered pink dress for the second
encore allowing her more freedom to dance
- barefoot -and further roam the stage all

held high before the animals of his kingdom.
Next up was a sweet love song, called "The

. Perfect Drug" which was performed as a solo
backed up by the group. It wasn't quite my
favorite song, but the Toons did a great job
performing it. The Super Mario Bros. gig was
the most entertaining moment of the night.
This piece involved the singers role-playing as
the characters from Super Mario Brothers.
Super Mario battled the evil toads, fire flower
and King Koopa to save the Princess. The
phenomenal sound effects and actions dazzled
the audience. The Toons performed eight

to see so many of their songs, like the old
favorite, "Ode.to My Family," lose all of their
subtlety and impact to overamplification,
reduced to gaudy, rowdy parodies of them-
selves in which the lyrics were unintelligible.
In addi~jon, the audience was an older, rather
mellow crowd, and I felt like the whole crowd
was expecting something a little more sub-
dued. The volume wouldn't have been such a
problem were it reserved for songs that would
actually benefit from the increase.

The main reason the volume was so disap-
pointing was the concert was otherwise excel-
lent. The Cranberries are on tour for the first
time since 1996, and after touring for a little
under a month in Europe they were in great
shape for their third date in America. The
group is recovered from the burnout that came
from four years of constant touring and media
attention without any real breaks, and the
result of their rest is their new-but-familiar-
but-still-worth-getting fourth release, -Bury
the Hatchet-, and supporting tour. The concert
conveyed the same return-to-music sense of

BOCAs. The BOCAs were a co-ed singing
group clad in bright matching shirts. Their
,performance included some interesting pieces
such as Enya' s "Orinoco Flow" and the B-
52's "Loveshack"; however as their act con-
tinued, their singing became less captivating
and the audience began to lose interest.

The Toons were the last to perform. I
found them to be the best .and most entertain-
ing group. They sang beautifully, and as an
added bonus they also choreographed acts to
go along with their songs. So not only were
these talented young singers singing, but they
are also able to sing and aCt in synchrony. The
Toons opened up their performance with the
Lion King theme song, "The Circle of Life".
One by one they gathered at center stage, each
assuming the role of an animal (like in the
movie). While the group was singing, one
member stepped forward to give a nice warm
welcome. The song closed out with a reenact-
ment of The Lion King with Cymba being

CONCERT REVIEW

, '.By Vanessa Yen
~TAFF REPORTER'

The MIT IW ellesley Toons' concert last
., Friday, was yet another success. The a

capella group along with its guests, the
Williams Octet and the Bowdoin

BOCAs, packed Room 6-120 with an enthusi-
-"acticaudience.

The concert began with the Williams Octet,
a group of eight male singers dressed in prep-
.py attire. They performed four songs including
"Cooler For Love" and "Desparato". Not only
did they sing songs but they also provided the
crowd with a bit of comic relief. In between

,'each song, they did short comic skits including
a magic trick and a mockery of the Williams'
dating scene. The crowd-pleasing acts pro-
,fluced many laughs among the audience. The
Octet also featured some solo performances,
allowing the crowd to hear how they sang indi-
vidually and as a whole.

~I Following the Octet were the Bowdoin

..The Cranberries

MITlWellesley Toons
Another a capella success

'..;I

The Cranberries

By Fred Chol
STAFF REPORTER.'Orpheum Theatre
May 3, 1999

,~ MaYbe I'm just getting old. Maybe
it's' just that the last two concerts
I've been to were stadium concerts.
Maybe I just had the misfortune to

,. be the one person in the audience sitting at the
precise focal point of the speakers' construc-
tive interference and thus was the only one

~ unfortunate enough to get the overwhelmingly
full blast of sound. Or maybe the concert was

'just really loud.
It's a shame that loud is the first adjective

.• that comes to. mind to describe the
Cranberries' performance at the Orpheum on
Monday, for many reasons. I was looking for-
ward to the intimacy of a smaller theatre as

• • opposed to a stadium, and instead was disap-
pointed that the Cranberries felt they had to
resort to the amateur and fairly ineffective tac-

.. tic of "loud equals energized." It was also sad

/
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Celebrating five decades of music
MIT Concert Band

Bens Biography leaves you wanting rrwre
Ben Folds Five

sound was so pleasant to the ears, it made me
wonder why more performances have not been
staged this creatively.

Corley's final performance was a piece
titled "Corley's March". The composer of
"Corley's March", John Bavicchi, was in
attendance and acknowledged by Corley.
"Corley's March" was a simple, hummable
tune played with energy and enthusiasm. It
was obvious that the Band put forth their best
effort into this final piece, as it was brassy,
loud, and proud. After the quick and exciting
piece ended, Corley received a standing ova-=:
tion and started off of the stage. Then he
returned to the front of the stage and led the
Concert Band one last time through "Corley's
March" with extra vigor and power ...

It was obvious that Corley had touched the
lives of many, many MIT students ov.er the
years in personal ways: children of alumni
who had met in Concert Band under Corley's
direction were in attendance and one was even
playing in the band.

the bass, strings, and drums enter and all hell
breaks loose. The most uncharacteristic song
is among the catchiest: "Your Redneck Past"-
is an anthem for rednecks that replaces
Sledge's bass with a synthesizer that bends
and scrambles bass notes into oblivion, prOt.
ducing an unnatural but interesting sound as a
result. This track is an excellent example of
the album's "new sound," which seems awk-
ward and frustrating until you get used to it~
after which it starts to sound rather innova-
tive.

It's strange, but while The Unauthorized...
Biography of Reinhold Messner is an excel-
lent album, it still leaves you unsatisfied.
Perhaps it's the short length, of which too
much time goes to wastes of time like the
gospel-like closer, "Lullabye," and the long
instrumental jaunts at the end of some of the
songs. Maybe it's the lack of the energetic
rock that we expected after hearing the band's.
earlier albums. Perhaps it's the various exten-
sions into new genres that just don't seem to
go all the way.

Still, for whatever reason the album seems
incomplete, it's got some unforgettable songs
and in its entirety it is a pleasant listen. I do
recommend it, but be aware that it's like chi-=-
nese food - soon you'll be hungry for sec-
onds.

Corley asked that the two commissioned
pieces be repeated, so that the audience would
have an opportunity to get to know them. He
remarked that unless the piece is the "1812
Overture" or some other well known piece, an
audience cannot hum along with the tune or
get to know it.

Following intermission, the Concert Band
alumni were invited onto the stage to perform
once again under Corley's direction. After a per-
formance of Kazdin's "Prelude and Happy
Dance", Corley led the entire band off of the
stage and into the audience to produce a "sur-
round sound" performance of Maloofs "Festival
Music for Double Wind Orchestra".

The staging of Maloofs piece m~de for a
remarkable effect. Notes from oboes would
swim in from the right side of the atrium to be
met by strong saxaphones on the left side.
Audience members craned their necks to see all
of the different performers, some of whom were
literally right behind them, making for an
engaging visual experience. The tapestry of

one on the hidden track of Placebo's Without
You I'm Nothing.

The only real vestige of the band's popu-
lar fast-paced piano-slamming "punk rock for
geeks" is the current single, "Army," which is
backed by a screamingly powerful arrange-
ment of vicious bass and brassy horns. the
horn section, by the way, makes a number of
appearances on this album, and it includes
John Mark Pinter of Fleming and John and
several members of the Squirrel Nut Zippers.

Besides "Army," half of Messner is made
up of drifting, jazzy numbers in the style of
"Fair" and "Selfless, Cold, and Composed"
from the last album. "Mess" is a moving com-
bination ofhonkytonk and strings that perfect-
ly captures the image of a lonely cowboy.
"Hospital Song" sounds like a swirling key-
board rendition of "Lucy in the Sky With
Diamonds." "Magic," written by promising
songwriter and drummer Darren Jessee, uses
tumbling arpeggios and dynamic contrasts in
the vein of Tori Amos.

The remainder of the album is a showcase
for new tricks from the trio, including synthe-
sized organs ("Jane") and drum 'n' bassy
breakbeats (lounge-into-rock opera
"Regrets.") The opening track, "Narcolepsy"
has a tremendous identity crisis. It begins as a
peaceful classical piano instrumental, until

a total of 50 times, one for each year of the
band's existence.

For those in the audience unfamiliar with
Corley's entire musical career, including
myself, Morrow's piece sounded a bit haphaz-
ard. Musical phrases were passed around
without any noticable segues. While the over-
all effect was not rude to the ear, it was not
terribly entertaining either.

Along with the chimes, Childs' piece was
marked by loud and exciting percussion which
dominated its over all sound. As he conducted
the piece, Child took care to guide the percus-
sion section with strong marked getures mak-
ing for an entertaining and tense performance.

MUSIC REVIEW

By Daniel J. Katz
STAFF REPORTER

Every Ben Folds Five album proves a
point. Their self-titled debut album
demonstrated that you could make
rock music with piano, bass and

drums. Their sophomore effort, Whatever and
Ever Amen, proved that their music to be
introspective and emotional. And now that the
band (which incidentally, consists of three,
not five members) has proved themselves with
their minimalist equipment and broken
through to the mainstream via the incessant
airplay of "Brick," they've released their
newest album, The Unauthorized Biography
of Reinhold Messner. It's a worthy forty min-
utes of new material which illustrate their
ability to develop and make dramatic changes
to their sound.

To the die-hard ~en Folds Five fan, "dras-
tic changes" sounds like a bad idea. In reality,
some of the experimental aspects of this
album work and some don't. To the average
music fan, "forty minutes" sounds like a bad
thing ... and it is. While the mood of the
album thrashes around and leaps from style to
style, it's all over far too quickly. We are
given ten songs and a music-backed answer-
ing machine message, which, the truth told, is
mildly inspiring, but not as much fun as the

By Erik Blankinship

ON CAMPUS

May 1,1999
Kresge Auditorium

MIT Concert Band alumni from the past
fi fty years gathered in Kresge
Auditorium on Saturday, May 1, 1999
to celebrate the career of John D.

Corley. Corley has been the conductor of the
MIT Concert Band from its inception, and
Saturday's performance marked the conclusion
of a half-century of service to the Institute.

Before the concert began, a formal letter
from the Governor of Massachusetts was read
aloud which declared that May 1, 1999 shall
be known as "John D. Corley Day".

MIT President Charles M. Vest was in
attendance for the performance and delivered
a speech in honor of Corley. Vest remarked
that while Corley has been the MIT Concert
Band conductor for the last five decades, the
Boston Symphony Orchestra has had five con-
ductors and MIT has had six Presidents. An
alumni guest speaker noted that Kresge itself
was not around when Corley began his career
at MIT. Corley's first performance with the
MIT Concert Band was in the Hatch shell on
the esplanade along the Charles River.

Throughout the evening, Corley was laud-
ed for his dedication to MIT students. The
Concert Band presented Corley with a wood-
en conductor's stand embedded with a plaque
and a photo of the 1999 band.

Alumni speakers emphasized that Corley's
importance to students over the years was evi-
denced by the over $72,000 being raised for
the John D. Corley Fund. They noted Corley's
dedication to students, citing many student
conductors from years past who will carry on
his legacy. Corley asked the alumni how
many presidents of the Band were in atten-
dance, and about ten alumni rose from their
seats. The same number of assistant conduc-
tors rose from their seats.

Two Concert Band alumni wrote original,
commissioned pieces for the first half of the
evening's performance. Jeff Morrow '96 and
Adrian P. Childs '94 were also in attendance
to conduct their pieces. Morrow's "Funk and
Circumstance" was sprinkled with musical
phrases from popular Corley performances
over the past fifty years. Childs' "Time Into
Gold" was marked by chimes which rang out

Entrapment made me reconsider. There's one
scene when the characters plan a particularly
high-tech heist involving the de-synchroniza--
tion of two clocks. One of these two clocks
speeds up by one-tenth of a second every
minute. Anybody with a first-grade education
should be able to calculate that in one hour the '
difference will be six seconds. The movie says
that the difference will be ten seconds, evident-
ly forgetting that an hour is not a hundred min-_
utes. Clearly, this movie was not made for stu-
pid people but by stupid people - the
craftsmen who are skillful and professional and

. maybe even talented are stupid nonetheless.

of the action scenes were filmed with Zeta-
Jones not even present on the set.

For most of the movie, the things that
work and the things that don't weigh in more
or less evenly, and the result is fitfully enjoy-
able - until the final ten minutes. The ending
is a total disaster, with plot twists that are
obvious, meaningless, unnecessary, atrocious-
ly paced, and that refuse to make an iota of
sense when viewed in the light of the previous
hour and a half.

At least now I better understand the way
Hollywood works. Before I thought that most
of its films are made for stupid people - but

MOVIE REVIEW

Entrapment
1b catch a thief
By Vladimir Zelevinsky
..ISSue/AlL ARTS EIJ/TOR

Directed by Jon Amiel
Written by Ronald Bass and William Broyles
Jr., story by Ronald Bass and
Michael Hertzberg
With Sean Connery, Catherine Zeta-Jones,
Ving Rhames. Will Patton

The curious summer season as defined
by Hollywood (early May to late
August) has begun, so mercy upon us
all. The promised lineup for this year

seems to be rather unexciting, with the hope-
ful exceptions of new films from Lucas,
Kubrick, and Sonnenfeld. The slate seems to
be as barren of creativity as it gets. Exhibit
one: Entrapment.

There is at least some consolation to be
gained from the fact that Entrapment is a
product of thoroughly professional craftsmen:
it's directed by Jon Amiel (Sommersby,
Copycat) and co-written by Ronald Bass
(Rain Man. The Joy Luck Club). As a result,
it's consistently watchable. To be fair, it's
much more than that: it's also exciting, lush,
thrilling, and sensuous. There's just one wee
bit of a problem with this movie: it makes no
sense.

Operating in a classic heist-film mode,
Entrapment deals with a couple of dueling
protagonists, a veteran thief. Robert
MacDougal (Sean Connery), and a perky
insurance investigator, Virginia Baker
(Catherine Zeta-Jones), out to trap him.
Throughout the movie, they participate in sev-
eral elaborately choreographed robberies,
exchange smoldering glances, and engage in
witty banter.

Or at least that is what they are supposed
to do. The bulk of the story, the action part, is
indeed very good, with one robbery (stealing

an ancient Chinese mask) being expertly
choreographed, beautiful and thrilling simul-
taneously. The opening isn't bad either, but
the rest is blah: the car chase lasts about four
seconds, and the final sequence - the com-
puter break-in at the tallest building in the
world - is filmed mainly in boring close-ups.
The messy and arrhythmic editing, probably
the worst since Sean Connery's previous sum-
mer hit - The Rock, doesn't help either,

The banter is a total loss, with the screen-
play not even trying for witticisms. Judging
from this screenplay and the one for What
Dreams May Come I guess that the formerly
great screenwriter
Bass has become just
another victim of the
system. What con-
cerns smoldering
glances, well, not
only is there a major
age difference, but
the level of acting
isn't qui te sufficient.

Connery infuses
his performance with
a deep undercurrent
of self-depreciation,
and it's a II very
touching. What utter-
ly lacks in this glam-
orous heist movie is
the iconic, larger-
than-life perfor-
mance. Robert
McDougal is alterna-
tively mysterious or
ironic, and that's
about it. Catherine
Zeta-Jones, who I
now officially nomi-
nate for the title of
the Most Beautiful
Person on the Planet,
is all right, but she's
not iconic enough
either. Who really
works overtime is her
body double: I sus-
pect that a good deal Catherine Zeta-Jones and Sean Connery meticulously execute their Ingenious plan In Entrapment.

DAVID APPLEBY

.'
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tion a rebellious youth might ask himself upon
growing up and thinking about his future.
Like an essay, it says as much as it can, in this
case possibly too much, and reaches a pre-
dictable conclusion. But in saying that this
film is nothing more than an essay, one must
admit that it's not a bad one.

I personally didn't think SL.e. Punk! was
that great, but I admit that it had a lot going
for it. If you like the look of punk clothes and
the sound of punk music, you might find it
more enjoyable than I did. If you like tricky
cinematography, this would probably be a
good film for you. If you like good comedy,
then there are definitely better films to watch.
But there is plenty of sex, drugs, and violence,
if that's what you're looking for. In general, if
you're interested in thinking about the reali-
ties of rebellious youth, then I recommend
that you check it out. It was at least an educa-
tional experience for me. And it's short. One
hour and forty minutes is plenty of time to
deliver the message. I'm glad I saw this
movie, but if it were longer I might have been
a little upset. .

Specials, The Dead Kennedys and others
(with some smattering of classical music) is a
veritable tribute to old-school punk music.
These aspects might be appealing to those
interested in the punk culture. However, the
message the film delivers is less laudatory of
this culture than it is critical.

Probably my favorite scene in the movie is
a moment of senseless violence. As a fight is
just breaking out between the punks and the
rednecks, the frame freezes and Stevo calmly
explains why the various "tribes" in young
society - the punks, poseurs, rednecks, mods,
hippies, and skinheads - all regularly fight
with one another. He goes on to say that when
violence erupts, structure automatically forms
and fighting becomes factional. When factions
form, government is created, and government
is order. Thus chaos leads to order. All in all,
a nicely packaged statement criticizing the
theory of anarchy. This film also explores the
issues of romantic love and relations between
ex-hippie parents and their punk children. It
points out all of the hypocrisies in the punk
culture, and it hits the viewer with every ques-

KIMBERLY WRIGHT

Devon Sawa plays utterly clueless teen Anton, who discovers that his right hand has
a very bloodthirsty mind of Its own.

Most of the story is presented as the first-
person narrative by Stevo, played by Matthew
Lillard (of Scream fame). It includes both
monologues delivered directly by Stevo and
other peripheral characters to the camera and
voice-over narration, in which Stevo com-
ments on the on-screen events. This makes the'
narrative a little confused, but that tends to fit
nicely with its subject matter. Confusion is a
major theme of the story: Stevo begins by
commenting that "the world is confused,"
while his own confusion is the film's main
focus. Altogether, the way the story was pre-
sented was unusual and somewhat interesting.
To me, it felt like watching a book. You have
a narrator, and you see everything he thinks
about, and you don't get any other perspective
but his. Dialogue isn't a strong point in this
movie, but the narrative seems to work well
anyway.

- To spice the things up, Merendino makes
use of some elaborate visuals. This is a heavi-
ly edited movie, full of quick cuts, fades, and
crane shots coming from nowhere. Most of
the peripheral monologues I mentioned before
are presented in short segments quickly-edited
together. This follows from the idea that
everything is from Stevo's perspective, and he
only remembers parts of the others' stories.
One particularly jumbled scene takes place
while Stevo is tripping on acid. The camera-
work also contributes to the theme of confu-
sion and chaos.

Other production aspects are also notably
catchy. The costumes are great to look at and
true to what little I know of punk couture, and
the soundtrack, featuring The Ramones, The

THE ARTS

rationale for the "evil hand" is so exceedingly
under developed that the film drags on and on
once the novelty of it wears off., Scenes
involving a "druid hand hunter" are so inane
they resemble the worst parts of a bad episode
of Mystery Science Theater 3000. While the
rest of the film is bearable, it isn't filmed with
any finesse whatsoever. When establishing a
scene in a fast food restaurant, a montage of
dangerous contraptions are merely presented
to the audience: the french fry vat, the hot
grill,' the.cutting knives. Visual suspense and
timing, which make horror films so enjoyable,
are completely lost on this film.

The redeeming aspect of Idle Hands is the
actor Devon Sawa, best known as Dr. Evil's son
in Austin Powers. Sawa plays the role of Anton,
the high school student inflictedwith a homici-
dal hand. Anton wakes up one morning, lights
up, checks the fridge, watches some television,
and hangs out for a. few days only then to dis-
cover that his parents are dead in his living
room. The utterly aloof nature of his character
is acted out perfectly and rather humorously.
Anton's two high school buddies, played by
Seth Green and Elden Henson, also do a great
job of playing seriously dopey high school stu-
dents obliviousto the world around them.

surprisingly usable. No plug-ins or registra-
tion required, and no monstrous gallery of
card designs to shuffle through one by one.
Send one of the free animated or non-ani-
mated cards and you're automatically noti-
fied when the recipient picks it up. The best
feature of all - you can create a card and
tell Amazon.com to send it tomorrow or
next Friday. Greetings on a timer!
Accompany your e-card with an
Amazon.com e-mail gift certificate, and
you've finished your Mother's Day shop-
ping in 10 minutes.

Sea~ood, see flicks
What do you mean you haven't seen'Life

is Beautiful yet? Life is Beautiful is one of
those rare films that guarantees entertain-
ment for even the most critical moviegoers.
Charming and sweet at moments and heart
wrenching at others, this film will leave you
with the most remarkable feeling that can
only be articulated with one phrase - life is
beautiful. This Best Foreign Film winner is
still playing at the Kendall Square Cinema
in One Kendall Square. If you're protesting

.' the inc~edibly unreasonable 'price of enter-
tainment today, give yourself a break and
get discounted movie passes at Legal Sea
Foods in Kendall Square. With any food
purchase, you can order tickets to the
Kendall Square Cinema for $6.00 each,
down from the usual $8.00 ticket price.

Don't be shy. If you have an event, con-
cert, garage sale, whatever corning up, tell
me all about it bye-mailing scoop@the-
tech,mit.edu.

Greetings from Amazon.com
Amazon.com Music and Video was

weird enough. Amazon.com lost major orig-
inality points when they launched those silly
Amazon.com Auctions. Can you say band-
wagon? Despite previous flops, their latest
copycat effort, Amazon.com E-Cards, is

Scoop
By Teresa Huang
STAFF REPORTER

Mother's Day is Sunday, May 9. Call
your mother. Don't forget.

Playwrights in Performance '99
Scoop recommends you go see

Playwrights in Performance '99. Directed
by Provost of the Arts Alan Brody,
Playwrights in Performance .showcases
some of the best acting and writing work
done at MIT. Four student-written plays will
be presented this weekend on Friday and
Saturday night at 8 P.M. in Rehearsal Room
B, basement of Kresge Auditorium. Don't
be fooled by the small size of the /room.
Aside from a sly cameo by a certain
Associate Arts Editor, the evening will fea-
ture new plays by Thomas Cork '00 and
Eddie Kohler G, whose work received
acclaim in last term's Dramashop One-Acts.
Fantastic plays by new playwrights Peggy
Anderson '99 and Ben Self G complete the
eyening. There's fierce yelling, quiet seduc-
tion, and some great dance music in the gay
bar scene.

MOVIE REVIEW

By Jeff Roberts
STAFF REPORTER

Written and directed by James Merendino
With Matthew Lillard, Michael A. Goorjian

5 .L.e. Punk! is an interesting movie. I
didn't say good, I didn't say bad, I
said interesting.

The story takes place in Salt Lake City,
Utah (S.L.e. of the title), and it simply fol-
lows the lives of two young punk anarchists
named Stevo and Heroin Bob - whoa, wait a
minute. This sounds like a rip-off of a Kevin
Smith movie. Well, one might think so, but
one has to keep in mind that Kevin Smith
doesn't have a copyright on movies following
the daily trials of a young man and his best
friend. This is a film by James Merendino, and
it's based on his own experience as a rebel-
lious youth living in conservative Salt Lake
City during the Reagan era. SL. e. Punk! is,
loosely speaking, a "period film," taking place
foUrteenyears ago, though at times I did fool
myself into thinking it's a modern-day story
(an easy mistake to make due to the resur-
gence of punk culture in the 90s).

I don't know whether this movie was sup-
posed to be a comedy or not. I didn1t laugh
once, although there were some parts, mostly
violent parts, which may have been intended
to be funny. There'were maybe a dozen peo-
ple at this screening, and I remember only one
loud giggle coming from someone behind me
during a part of the movie which didn't seem
particularly funny. I think he may have been
thinking of something else.

8.L.C. Punk!

'J..

4 .• Is that it?
By Erik Blankinship

," STAFF REPORTER"I s that it?" asks one of the characters at
the end of the new horror/comedy film
Idle Hands. It is a nagging questiop that
runs through the entirety of the film..

Idle Hands consists solely of moronic hor-
ror. The main characters, three high school

... stoners, take nothing in life or death seriously,
including zombies, gore, and decapitation.
The wanting plot is an excuse for jokes
around and about many staples of stereotypi-
cal horror film: unwitting high school stu-
dents, horny high school students, stupid high
school principals, and groping high school
dances. And for a film about high school and
groping, having a reckless evil hand does
allow for some rathei funny scenes.

Unfortunately, even with all of the jokes,
. the film is in dire need of a real plot. The

IdleHands

,.

...
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along with songs from the Gangs album even
though it's only been out for a little over a'.,
month. It was interesting hearing the Do or
Die songs because they were recorded with
Mike McColgan singing lead, and though new ,
frontman Al Barr sang every word faithfully, ,
his voic(! is quite distinct from McColgan's.

The energy during the Murphy's set was
amazing, and made the evening worthwhile. ).'
The entire crowd was singing and dancing
with such intensity that the floor soon
became hot from the bodies of hundreds of
dancing people bumping into each other and ;
loud with the voices of hundreds of singing
punks. When DKM played "Finnegan's
Wake," their last song for the evening, it .
looked like half the crowd was on stage
singing, dancing, and having a wicked good
time. The evening might have started off
slow, but it closed with so much energy that ~
no one wanted it to end.

REBECCA LOH-THE TECH

Local punks look on as The Ducky Boys take the stage In Saturday's show.

Year's show in Clinton, but was merely an old
recording. This didn't stop the crowd from
cheering, however, and when the bagpipe solo
ended and the guitars and drums started in, the
entire room came to life with people pushing,
jumping, and dancing to the beat.

As in their album Do or Die, the opening
song "Cadence to Arms" was immediately
followed by "Do or Die," and everyone began
singing along. The crowd never stopped
singing through the whole set; kids would
even jump on stage to sing a verse or two with
lead singer Al Barr before stage diving back
into the thick crowd. There were many times
during the show when Barr would point the
mic at the crowd, and the verses would be
enthusiastically belted back at him.

The Dropkick Murphys played many
songs from their albums Do or Die and The
Gang's All Here during their set. I was
impressed by how many people could sing

THE ARTS't.

scratchy, slightly nasal voices of lead singers
Mark Lind and Mike M.arsden to be too irritat-
ing to enjoy, but this hometown crowd
(including yours truly) took pleasure in the
familiar sounds of the Ducky Boys' tunes.
Although some punks danced during the set,
many people were still shuffling in, and the
place was too well-lit with sunlight for people
to really start getting wild.

The German band Oxymoron was next to
take the stage. This band is just starting to
make a name for itself in the States, but their
fast tunes and catchy choruses were a hit with
the locals. Their lead singer, known only as
'Sucker,' looked like your prototypical punk,
with combat boots, tight-fitting pants, a mus-
cular build, and a bright red mohawk.
Oxymoron performed very well, but I had a
hard time understanding what they were say-
ing - not because they were speaking in
German, but because they spoke with such
heavy British accents.

Oxymoron's songs are absolutely great,
with choruses sure to get stuck in your head,
though chances are you'd be singing the
wrong words. Careful examination of the
lyrics would lead one to conclude that
Oxymoron has some great things to say, but
the wording and the way the lead singer articu-
lates things tends to garble up the message.
For example, I thought Oxymoron was singing
about some kind of "Ghetto strike" in their
song "Strike" but it turns out they were just
instructing people to "Get on strike." Half the
crowd at the show appeared to think the song
"Mohican Tunes" was about "Making Tunes."

Oxymoron's songs got the group dancing,
and when they finished their set, the crowd
was pumped and ready for the Dropkick
Murphys. After a break to set up equipment,
Mark Lind from The Ducky Boys came on
stage to introduce the band and make the
announcement that GMM Records was
recording the show to make a live CD. This
announcement excited the crowd, and when
the lights dimmed, the air was suffused with
anticipation. The mournful wail of a bagpipe
cut through the air, and the crowd soon recog-
nized the beginning to "Cadence to Arms." I
was a disappointed to fmd the tune was not
played live as it had been during the New
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CONCERT REVIEW

With O\ymoron. The Ducky Boys, and Tommy
& The Terrors
At the Tobin Hill Community Center
May I at 6:30

Dropkick Murphys
Starts slow, ends with a bang
By Rebecca Loh
I'/lOlOc;R.I!'/I}, f,D!rOR

Last Saturday, hundreds of punks con-
vened at the Tobin Hill Community
Center to see the Dropkick Murphys
play with Oxymoron, The Ducky Boys,

and Tommy & The Terrors, The Murphys,
Boston's own working-class punk heroes,
were back from a six-week U.S. tour promot-
ing their new CD The Gang's All Here.

The show had strict rules against leaving
and re-entering, and, as it was an all-ages
show, there was no alcohol or smoking
allowed. Although it seems one's concert
experience is somehow richer if you leave
with clothes drenched in sweat, ears plagued
by a constant ringing, and hair reeking of cig-
arette smoke, I had no problem with forfeiting
the latter. While some people had a problem
with the rules, the overall atmosphere was not
affected by them, In fact, because the show
was for all ages, the atmosphere was
improved, as punks, 10 year-old kids and 40
year-old mothers stood side-by-side to watch
the bands. It was clear the people were more
interested in having fun than in looking cool.

The show opened with a set from Tommy
& The Terrors. I'd never heard this band
before, but they played really well and had
good songs, It was a real shame that the room
was only half-full during their set, and the
majority of punks were more interested in
checking out the overpriced merchandise than
listening to the Terrors play. The few who did
decide to listen appeared to want to save their
energy for later, as no one was dancing.

After Tommy & The Terrors played, The
Ducky Boys came on. The Ducky Boys, also a
Boston band, had been on the tour with
Oxymoron and the Dropkick Murphys. They
expressed delight in playing before their
hometown again and then launched into a set
of some of their best songs, including "We'll
Find a Way," "I've Got My Friends," and
their cover of "The Wanderer." First-time lis-
teners of The Ducky Boys might find the

Congratulations to the following newly
inducted mem~~~~,'9fEta Kappa Nu
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o N THE SCREEN
~ - BY THE TECH ARTS STAFF -

abandoned warehouses are the name of the game,
with maybe a crooked cop thrown in for good mea-
sure. With Giovanni Ribisi stealing every scene he's
in, which is fortunately practically the whole movie,
The Mod Squad may be right up your alley. Just
don't go in expecting any kind of plot or character
development that you wouldn't see in an episode of
a 70's TV show. - RR

Open Your Eyes <***)
A routine party is the beginning of a chilling trip

for Cesar. A new flame and a jealous ex, followed
by an inexplicable murder he is accused of, are
merely the opening shots in Open Your Eyes. A film
that combines romance with horror, psychologically
thriller and sci-fi, it peels back layer after layer of
reality and finally focuses on our perception of the
world. Although some horror elements are conven-
tional, the puzzle presented is complex enough that
no single element is key. With a charming cast and
stylish visuals, 25-year-old director Alejandro
Amenabar crafts a story which works because,
unlike recent films with similar themes, this one
questions reality not as a springboard to a conven-
tional story, but as an end in itself. - RR

Pushing Tin <* * *)
Solid performances and a decent script make

this otherwise cheesy film into something that is
well worth the money. John Cusack plays Nick
Falzone, the best of air traffic controllers, whose
reign of coolness is threatened by newcomer
Russell Bell, played by Billy Bob Thornton.
Charming and entertaining, it's a good, simple, silly
movie. - FD
Rushmore (***1/2)

A breath - or, rather, make it blast - of fresh
air. This is an offbeat comedy, an offbeat
buddy film, an offbeat romance, and an
offbeat revenge story. Or none of these
things. Mix up some wildly varying
comic elements, combine them with
some of most deliciously deadpan acting
in recent memory, add highly imagina-
tive and inventive usage of widescreen
format - and get Rushmore, which is
just about the least conventional and yet
solidly enjoyable movie to come out
recently. -VZ
Saving Private Ryan (**~l)

For all the sound and fury unleashed
by Steven Spielberg in this WWlI action
drama, the result signifies more or less
nothing. Other than two majestic battle
sequences (first half'and hour and last half
an hour), which have taut pacing, amaz-
ing visuals, and ta'l\t direction, tlle rest is
lackluster. The story doesiJ..'t build toward
much, the few character arcs are either
barely existent or utterly obvious, and the
acting is passable at best. [t's certainly
highly watchable, but even this is some-
what of a problem, since it turns the hor-
rors of war into exciting spectacle. - VZ
Shakespeare in Love <***1/2)

What a difference does a good
screenplay make! This one, co-written
by Tom Stoppard, is funny, witty.
unapologetic in its gags, and completely
earnest in dramatic romanticism. The
resulting film displays uncanny
verisimilitude in recreating Elizabethan
England in all of its ungainly squalor
and demonstrates nothing else than the
genesis of true art - from such humble
beginnings as want, dirt, hate, envy, and
lust, as well as love and hope. -VZ

10 Things I Hate About You <***)
A fresh and .funny Clueless-style update of

Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew. Despite"
adhering to the overused cliches of high school
romantic comedy, 10 Things manage's to be consis-
te~tly funny and romantic, producing a good deal
of memorable images, highly quotable if unprint-
able dialogue, and a lot of honest emotion. Acting
of the leads is top notch, most notably that of Julia
Stiles as an acerbic-tongued Kate. - VZ

Thrill Ride <**Y2)
One third exhilarating, taking the audience on

the wild rides through the worlds created solely by
the artists' imagination and state-of- the-art technol-
ogy. One third innocuous, with rather bland "educa-
tional" footage of rollercoasters and motion simula-
tors. One third nauseating, with the impressive
computer-generating effects being artless and trying
to conceal the fact that there's precious little sub-
stance beneath the flashy surface. -VZ

Twin Dragons <**)
A 1992 Hong-Kong comedy with Jackie Chan

playing separated at birth twins: a martial-arts
skilled car mechanic and a classical musician. A lot
of embarrassing and tiresome slapstick ensue, with
almost everyone trying to be funny and ending up
rather annoying. It's only during the final sequence
that Twin Dragons gets close to the .classical Chan
mixture of physical grace and comic timing. For
most of the time, this movie tries entirely too hard
to be funny. - VZ

Waking Ned Devine <***Y2)
Charming comedy about a small town's quest

for wealth. Nearly 7 million pounds is at stake in
the Irish national lottery, and the sleepy village of
Tully More pulls together to outwit the officials

. after the winner, one of the town's inhabitants,
dies at the shock of being rich. Standing in their
way are individual greed and fear of legal retribu-
tion, among others.

Overall, it is a wholly enjoyable, hilarious, and
wonderfully written film. One of the best of 1998.
-FD

romanticism, this is the stuff of which the best
romances are made. There are also classically gor-
geous visuals, memorable score, and elaborate
visual and verbal gags aplenty. -VZ

Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels <***1/2)
If you're looking for depth and emotional inten-

sity, look further. If you want to watch a downright
enjoyable movie, this is it. The story of a group of
"honest criminals" and how they get mixed up in
the London crime, drug, and gambling underground
is a complicated one at best, but its fantastic use of
music, dialogue, and cinematography makes this
comedy a must-see. - FD

The Lovers of the Arctic Circle <**Y2)
Walking the dangerous line of melodrama, this

film has some great ideas but fails to implement
them correctly. This is the story about a man and a
woman who have been in love since they were chil-
dren, and about their reliance upon circumstance
and life coming round full circle to vindicate their
questionably incestuous relationship. The Lovers
tries very hard to transcend the conventions of
melodrama by combating them with fresh ideas, but
doesn't quite manage to do so, although it comes
very close. - FD

The Matrix <***1/2)
A wildly imaginative ride. The plot is nicely

complex, the visuals and the special effects are out
of this world. As the computer hacker Neo (Keanu
Reeves) dashes through a succession of interlocked
dreams in the quest to find true reality, the film
launches into a full-throttle mode of inventive
action sequences. By combining the cyberpunk
ethos with the anime style, The Matrix breathes
new life into the genre of sci-fi action films. - VZ

The Mod Squad <**)
With a game cast and plenty of that 70's sensi-

bility, down to the camera bouncing in sync with
the cheesy sound effects, The Mod Squad achieves
its objective quite well. The only problem is that
plot and characters Ii fted straight from the small
screen donit fill the big screen. Explosions and

three separate stories. Each of these stories is excit-
ing, clever, and unexpected. But there's no empathy
in them, and the characters don't seem to have
gained anything from their experience. - VZ

God Said "Ha!" <***)
A single extended monologue by Julia Sweeney,

formerly know as Pat on Saturday Night Live, it is a
story of one year of her life when everything seems
to be going wrong in the worst possible way. And
yet, the movie alternatively hilarious and poignant,
and, at some high points, it's both. The connection
between the audience and the narrator feels intimate
and immediate, and the hour and a half passes in
what feels like ten minutes. As always, it's life that
tells all the best stories. - VZ

Goodbye, Lover <**)
What do you get when you cross film noir with

a film-noir spoof? You get Goodbye, Lover, a
movie that swings wildly between funny and mud-
dled. Patricia Arquette stars as Sandra, a church
volunteer and real-estate agent who uses the hous-
es as exotic locales for her affair with her hus-
band's brother. Got all that? Murder, double-cross-
ing and a double indemnity are part of the mix,
with wise-cracking Sgt. Pompano (Ellen
DeGeneres) to keep things moving. In the end this
strange concoction can't support both genres, but

. as long as it sticks to spoofing it's refreshingly
entertaining. - RR

Life is Beautiful (***)
Most reviewers praise the second half of this

Italian tragicomedy - the serious half. While it
certainly has its merits, it's the first hour which
really makes this film so remarkable. With its
gentle whimsy, subtle satire, and unabashed

sheer homey fun, look to the Cookie. - RR

The Dreamlife of Angels <***)
In his feature film debut, director Erick Zonca' s

unadorned direction serves him well. A film about
the intersection between selflessness and selfish-
ness, and the real boundaries found even in intimate
relationships, Dreamlife rises above typical 90's
apathy. Isa (Elodie Bouchez), a young woman
bo~ncing between odd jobs, befriends Marie
(Natacha Regnier) and shares the house she is sit-
ting for a mysterious girl in a coma. Decisions about
jobs, boyfriends and truth to oneself are usual fod-
der, but complex characters and fresh performances
all around, particularly from leads Bouchez and
Regnier, enliven this fiery slice of life. - RR

EDtv <**V2)
Highly agreeable and totally inoffensive story

about a man who agrees to be a subject of an around
the clock reality-based TV show. It's pleasant, for a
change, to see a movie which is done competently:
Ron Howard's direction is smooth, and some act-
ing, especially that of the leads, is very proficient.
But the bland story keeps spinning its sitcom
wheels, ultimately forgetting that it originally set
out to satirize cheap entertainment. - VZ

Elizabeth <***)
A remarkable visual achievement, this story

about one of the greatest rulers of England ever is
told by withholding the epic scope and concentrat-
ing on the essential details. The great cast, head-
lined by Cate Blanchett in a commanding titular
performance and ably supported by Geoffrey Rush
as her chief assistant, works extra hard to create
vivid characters from the rather overwritten and
overplotted screenplay. The finale, with ethereal

music by Mozart, is stunning. - VZ
Entrapment (**V2)

Entrapment is exciting, lush, thrilling, and sen-
suous; unfortunately, it makes no sense whatsoever.
The story of a veteran thief (Sean Connery) and a
perky insurance investigator (Catherine Zeta-Jones)
out to trap him mostly consists of eminently watch-
able. However, the impact of the elaborately chore-
ographed action sequences is diluted by tired
romance, boring dialogue, and the finale which is a
mess of the obvious, meaningless, and unnecessary
plot twists. - VZ
eXistenZ <**112)

David Cronenberg goes for profundity and
gross-outs in this vaguely futuristic thriller about a
virtual reality game designer on a run. Gross-outs
work, being both creepy and truly amusing, with the
combination of completely deadpan attitude and
way over-the-top outrageousness of the creature
design and art direction. The story, however, fails to
work utterly, being both utterly obvious, simplistic,
and preachy. The world eXistenZ creates is amaz-
ing; the story it sets in this world is a loss. - VZ

Forces of Nature <* Y2)
Forces of Nature is a pretty lame excuse for a

romantic comedy. Despite recruiting such talent as
Ben Affleck and Sandra Bullock, director Bronwen
Hughes is unable to create a coherent and engaging
movie. There is very little comedy, even less
romance, and absolutely no realism offered in this
film. Unless you are a die-hard Sandra Bullock or
Ben Affleck fan, this movie is not worth your $8
and two hours. - Vanessa Yen

Go (**1/2)
Pulp' Fiction Lite, no fat and no calories. It's

lively, wild, frantic, bright, and thoroughly engag-
ing. [t's also totally inconsequential and largely
unmemorable. Following a bunch of young
Californians trying to get some cash, do and deal
some drugs, score money and sex in Las Vegas, and
generally experience the rush of life, Go charts

MARK FELLMAN
Jack Dunmore (Dermot Mulroney) with his wife Sandra (Patricia Arquette) in Goodbye, Lover.

Thefollowing movies are playing this weekend at
local theaters. The Tech suggests using
ht!P://www.boston.comfora complete listing of
;;;,es and locations.

**** Excellent
*** Good
**Fair
* Poor

200 Cigarettes <**)
• An opulent, stylish look at 80's stereotypes, the

rather weak tale of a group of twentysomethings
coping with life and their own personal demons on
New Year's Eve is not a particularly well thought
01,It story, but a rather well implemented one.
Definitely worth seeing the ensemble cast <includ-
ing such names as Christina Ricci, Ben and Casey
Affleck, and Martha Plimpton) playa group of neu-
r('.tic and pathetically humorous individuals search-
ing for a way to enjoy themselves for an evening
and not worry about anything the depressing impli-
cations of the year to come.

• A movie that takes place in the 1981, but whose
actual 80's influence draws from the entire decade.
Well done, visually if not creatively. And anyone
who doesn't want a ride in the plush-laden cab with a
dj~co ball dangling from the rear view mirror needs
to have their head examined. - Francisco Delatorre

8MM <*1/2)
Not even the writing of the gifted Andrew

Kevin Walker can save this flop directed by Joel
Schumacher. It is the story of a private detective
whose inquiries into the authenticity of a snuff film
reveal a grossly disturbing culture of pornogr:jphy
as~ violence. What he finds is not only that this cul-
ture provides a thriving environment for
the morally vacuous, but that its implica-
tions and effects take a frightening toll on
ev'.::nthe most virtuous of us.

Frightening, in its own regard, but the
emotional impact is lost in the direction.
Don't bother. - FD

A!iliction (* * *'/2)
Nick Nolte plays a grown man still

grappling with the ghost of his father's
abusiveness. A sheriff in a small snowy
to\!Nn, he riles against the rich, against
authority and against those who try to help
him. For a long time the rage has been kept
in check, but it won't hold forever.

! Although some characters in the movie
are one-dimensional, director Paul
Schrader, working from a script by Russell
Banks, puts together a very solid film.
N~ite and James Coburn,.as,his father; are
astounding and harrowing, and keep the
movie's loose ends together to make for a
powerful experience. - Roy Rodenstein

Alaska (***V2)
On the surface, a classic OmniMax

nature-themed documentary, replete with
grandiose nature shots and panoramic
vi~ws of mountain ranges from the heli-
copter. Underneath - an involving story,
using the turn of the seasons as an underly-
ing plotline and carefully observed animals
a;' central characters. Unexpectedly, it's
also downright hilarious, bursting with
more humor than any other movie currently
in release. -Vladimir Zelevinsky

Apple, The (***V2)
The point of departure for young

Iranian film director Samira Makhmalbafs
remarkable first feature is the very real
story of a pair of 11 year-old twins who
spent their lives locked-up in the parental home.
The film's portrayal of the sisters first encounter
with the outside world is both inspiring and moving,
with the unaffected and truly charming perfor-
mances from the twins <playing themselves) being
an extra bonus. This poetic, yet refreshingly simple
film allows us to see the world with the innocent
and uncorrupted eyes of the twins - an experience
that shouldn't be missed. - Bence Olveczky

Analyze This <**)
• A sorry sit-cornish excuse for a comedy, with

Billy Crystal engaging in so much tiresome shtick
as a burned-out shrink, analyzing an overstressed
mafia boss played by Robert De Niro. Not enough
h'Jmor, not enough story, and more than enough
gratuitous violence. However, De Niro, in a rare
comedic appearance, almost makes this movie
worth watching. - VZ

~ntral Station <* * *)
Dora is an aging postal clerk at Central Station

who writes letters for the illiterate and then mails or
tosses them out according to her moods. Josue is a
y'Qung boy, new to the big city and ready to go off
by himself in search of his long-lost father. When
their paths cross, the two loners take off on a grand
road trip through the Brazilian countryside, accom-
9'lnied by a lovely, subdued soundtrack.
Predictable and manipulative, the movie works due
to earnest acting, particularly from Fernanda
Montenegro as Dora. - RR

Gnokie's Fortune <***V2)
Cookie's Fortune finds director Robert Altman

self-assured, relaxed and having fun, and his cus-
tomary great ensemble in similar spirits. Catfish
~Jl:chiladas, Wild Turkey, and gun-cleaning are the
bonds between Willis (Charles S. Dutton), an
innocent man suspected of murdering Cookie
(Patricia Neal), and the sleepy town of Holly
:>rrings, Mississippi. Glenn Close is the master-
mind behind the madness, with Julianne Moore,
Ned Beatty, Liv Tyler, and Chris O'Donnell hold-
ing nothing back in this nutty southern lullaby of a
~!Jrriller.The little depth here seems forced, but for

http://ht!P://www.boston.comfora
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Through May 21. Japanese
Anime Festival. Includes films for
all ages. Overviews the phenom-
enon that has gained wide popu-
larity in the United Staets in
recent years. Features rarely
shown but influential films of the
'40s through the '80s, as well
as stunning recent achieve-
ments. For a complete schedule,
call 369-3770. Single tickets,
$7, $6 MFA members, seniors,
and students. 6 programs, $30,
$24 students, etc.

~oo~ Real Apes

Through May 8, Thurs-Sat 8pm
at The Peabody House Theatre
Coop, 277 Broadway, Somerville.
All Thing Considered commenta-
tor David Greenberger presents
selected stories from The Duplex
Planet, a magazine of interviews
he conducted with elderly resi-
dents of a nursing home near
Boston. Features music by the
internationally acclaimed eletric
new music ensemble Birdsongs
of the Mesozoic.

From Mill Town to Architectural
Mecca: H.H. Richardson and the
Transfor[TIation of North Easton, i

Massachusetts

May 15, 1-5:30 pm at the muse-
um and North Easton. Dr. James
O'Gorman of Wellesley College,
the leading living authority on ...
Richardson, will present a lec-
ture on one of the most respect-
ed architects of the United
States. After the one hour lec-
ture, O'Gorman and guests will
board buses and travel 4 miles
to North Easton to view the
structures first hand. A reception,
and discussion will immediately
follow the return to the museum.
$15, $10 museum members and
seniors, $5 students and teach-
ers. Register by 5/10 by calling
(508) 588-6000 x113.

Eurydice, told through the char-
acters of two Indian rock stars.
Will sign only those copies of his.4

new book bought at the event.
Tickets $12, $10 students and
seniors. Available at the Harvard
Bookstore, 1256 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge {in person onlyr~
and Wordsworth, 30 Brattle St.,
Cambridge (in person only).

Presented by the Museum of
RneArts

All events will occur at the .-
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
02115. For tickets and informa-
tion, call 369-3770.

May 12, 7:30 pm. Thracian Gold
and Silver: The Vernacular Style.
The ancient Thracians inhabited
the mountains and valleys of the
Balkan peninsula just north of
Greece. Speaker Adriana -'f"

Calinescu will examine the
forms, techniques, and decora-
tive features characteristic of the
indigenous Thracian artistic tradi-
tion of the 6th through the 4th
century B.C. $12, $9 for MFA
members, seniors, and students.

May 7, 1999

The William E. Massey, Sr.,'
Lectures: American History on
Stllge and Screen

All events at 4 pm. Free.

May 10: History Around the
Crucible. A lecture by Arthur
Miller. Science Center B.

May 11: Picking a Rght: Politics,
Ideas, and "Arguing the World ......
A lecture by Joseph Dorman,
director of Arguing the World.
Emerson Hall, Rm. 105.

May 12: Can Rims Tell the Truth'
About History? A lecture by Joan
Micklin Silver, director of Hester
Street. Emerson Hall, Rm. 105.

Alasdalr Fraser

May 21 at the Somerville
Theatre, 55 Davis Sq.,
Somerville. Scotland's renowned
fiddle master appears with Tony,
McManus, one of the most
admired Celtic guitarists. Fraser
has been a major force behind
the resurgence of traditional r

Scottish fiddling and the concert •
will feature works ranging from
hauntic Gaelic laments to classi-
cally-styled airs and raucous

. dance tunes. Tickets aL
Ticketmaster outlets, $17.50.

Fuller Museum of Art

Events occur at the museum
445 Oak St., Brockton, 02301.

MassQuilts Documention Project:

Bring Your Own Quilt Day

May 22, 11 am-4 pm."
MassQuilts, a statewide organi-'
zation dedicated to the identifi-
cation and preservation of qulits,
will be on hand to share knowl-
edge about style, approximate ...
date, fabrics, condition, and con-
struction of an individual's pre-
1950 quilts. Owners will obtain
documented information of their
quilt, tips for care and storage, •
and any known details about the
makers. If you wish to schedule
an appointment, call (508) 588-
6000 x113. $10 per quilt.

Salman Rushdle Reading
May 10, 7 pm, at the Rrst Parish
Church, 3 Ch"urch St.,
Cambridge, 02138. One of only
three readings the author will
give to promote his new book,
The Ground Beneath her Feet, in
the United States. The 51 year
old author of the highly contro-
versial The Satanic Verses has
gradually emerged after years of
hiding due to threats from
enraged Iranian fundamentalists.
Rushdie's new book is a retelling
of the myth of Orpheus and

Other Events

Museum of Science
Science Park, Boston. (723-
2500), Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri.,
9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 9 a.m.-
5 p.m. Admission free with MIT
10, otherwise $9, $7 for children
3-14 and seniors.
The Museum features the the-
ater of electricity (with indoor
thunder-and-lightning shows
daily) and more than 600 hands-
on exhibits. Ongoing: "Discovery
Center"; "Investigate! A See-For-
Yourself Exhibit"; "Science in the
Park: Playing with Forces and
Motion"; "Seeing Is Deceiving."
Ongoing: .Everest: Roof of the
World"; "Living on the Edge."
Through May 9: "Cats! Wild to
Mild .•
Admission to Omni, laser, and
planetarium shows is $7.50,
$5.50 for children and seniors.
Now showing: "Laser Depeche
Mode," Sun., 8 p.m.; "Laser
Offspring: Thurs.-Sat., 8 p.m.;
"Laser Rush," Sun., 9:15;
"Laser Beastie Boys: Thurs.-
Sat., 9:15 p.m.; .Laser Floyd's
Wall,. Fri.-Sat., 10:30 p.m.;
"Friday Night Stargazing: Fri.,
8:30 p.m.; "Welcome to the
Universe," daily; "Quest for
Contact: Are We Alone?" daily.

"Asian, Egyptian, and Classical
Walks. begin at 11:30 a.m.;
MAmerican Painting and
Decorative Arts Walks. begin at
12:30 p.m.; "European Painting
and Decorative Arts Walks.
begin at 2:30 p.m.; Introductory
tours are also offered Sat. at 11
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

" Permanent Gallery It;stallations:
MLateGothic Gallery: featuring a

. restored 15th-century stained
glass window' {rom Hampton
Court, 14th- and 15th-century
stone, alabaster, and poly-
chrome wood sculptures from
France and the Netherlands;
MMummy Mask Gallery,. a newly
renovated Egyptian gallery, fea-
tures primitive masks dating
from as far back as 2500 B.C.;
MEuropean Decorative Arts from
1950 to the Present.; "John
Singer Sargent: Studies for MFA
and Boston Publ ic Library
Murals .•
Gallery lectures are free with
museum admission.

Boston

Museum of Rne Arts
465 Huntington Ave., Boston.
(267-9300), Mon.- Tues .. 10
a.m.-4:45 p.m.; Wed., 10
a.m.-9:45 p.m.; Thurs.-Fri., 10
a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 10
a.m.-5:45 p.m. West Wing open
Thurs.-Fri. until 9:45 p.m.
Admission free with MIT 10, oth-
erwise $10, $8 for students and
seniors, children under 17 free;
$2 after 5 p.m. Thurs.-Fri., free
Wed. after 4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.: intrOductory walks
through all collections begin at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.;

Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum
280 The Fenway, Boston. (566-
1401), Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-5
p.m. Admission $10, $7 for
seniors, $5 for students with 10
($3 on Wed.), free for children
under 18.
The museum, built in the style of
a 15th-century Venetian palace,
houses more than 2500 art
objects, with emphasis on Italian
Renaissance and 17th-century
Dutch works. Among the high-
lights are works by Rembrandt,
Botticelli, Raphael, Titian, and
Whistler. Guided tours given
Fridays at 2:30 p.m.

Computer Museum
300 Congress St., Boston. (423-
6758 or 426-2800), Daily, 10
a.m.-6 p.m. Admission $7, $5
for students and seniors, free for
children under 5. Half-price
admission on Sun. from 3-5
p.m. Tours daily of "Walk
Through Computer 2000,. a
working two-story model of a PC.
The world's only computer muse-
um; features a collection of vin-
tage computers and robots with
over 150 hands-on exhibits illus-
trating the evolution, use, and
impact of computers. Featured
exhibits include: MThe Hacker's
Garage,. a recreation of a '70s
hacker's garage with such items
as an Apple I and Pong; "The
Networked Planet: Traveling the
Information Highway,. an elec-
tronic tour of the Internet;
MRobots and Other Smart
Machines,. an interactive exhibi-
tion of artificial intelligence and
robots; "Tools & Toys: The
Amazing Personal Computer.;
MPeople and Computers:
Milestones of a Revolution,"
explores a number of ways com-
puters impact everyday life. In
the Smart Machines Theater a
multi-media show features
NASA's Mars Rover, R2-D2,
Shakey, Sea Rover, and other
robots. Through Nov. 30:
"Wizards and Their Wonders:
Portraits in Computing .•
Ongoing: MVirtual RshTank .•

fifty artists from around the
world, and highlights themes
characteristic of the 1990's as
well as offering a look at the
complexity of the contemporary
art world. for information, call
(617) 266-5152.

Exhibits

Blue Man Group
Charles Playhouse, 74
Warrenton Street. Boston, indefi-
nitely. Curtain is at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday, at 7
and 10 p.m. on Friday and"
Saturday, and at 3 and 6 p.m.
on Sunday. Tickets $35 to $45.
Call 426-6912 for tickets and
information on how to see the
show for free by ushering.

Titanic: A New Musical
Jun. 9-20, at the Wang Theatre.
Wed.-Sat., 8pm; Sun., 7:30pm;
matinees Thurs., Sat., Sun.,
2pm. The Tony Award-winning
musical about the legendary
maiden voyage of the R.M.S.
Titanic, directed by Richard
Jones, dramatizes the lives and
yearnings of the crew, staff and
passengers aboard the Titanic.
Story by Peter Stone with music
and lyrics by Maury Yeston.
Tickets available through
Ticketmaster. Group sales of 20
or more call (617) 350-6000;
$15-$68.50

Shear Madness
Charles Playhouse Stage II, 74
Warrenton Street, Boston (429-
5225), indefinitely. Curtain is at
8 p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. on
Saturday, and at 3 and 7:30
p.m. on Sunday. Tickets $30-34.

Collectors Collect
Contemporary: ~99CH.999
Through May 28. The Institute of
Contemporary Art, at 955
Boylston St., Boston, 02115,
presents works from twenty-five
of Boston's private contemporary
art collections. The exhibit fea-
tures over seventy works from

Lord of the Dance
June 3, at 8pm, 4 at 8pm, 5 at
2pm and 8pm, The Wang
Theatre. Tickets $66, $46, $36,
$26 with $61 as the top price
for 2 p.m. Tickets from Tele-
charge, 1-800-447-7400, or
Wang Theatre box office.

Theater

The Tempest
Through May 9, Fri at 7:30, Sat
and Sun at 3:00, at the
Wheelock Family Theatre, 180
The Riverway, Boston, 734-
4760. Sign Language provided
May 7, 9. Tickets $10-$15.

PETER LOPPACHER

Folksinger Bob Norman will perform Saturday at the Nameless Coffeehouse in Harvard
Square at 8 p.m ..
master drummers from West
Africa, Brazil, and the United
States. Internationally renowned
choreographers and dancers will
come together for an evening of
dance, drum, and song. $10,
reservations strongly recom-
mended.

A \Neekly guide to the arts in
May 7 14-

Compiled by Fred Choi

THE ARTS

Regattabar
Concertix: 876-7777
May 27-29: Pharoah Sanders.
$14 Wed. and Thurs., $16 Fri.,
$18 Sat.

Jazz Music

Classical Music
Boston Pops
Performances at Symphony Hall,
301 Mass Ave.• Boston. Tickets:
266-1492.
May 7: Keith Lockhart,
Conductor. Aiyano Ninomiya, vio-
lin. Tanglewood Festival Chorus,
John Oliver, conductor.
Glazounov, Violin Concerto.
Flaherty and Ahrens, 'With
Voices Raised'. $17-33.
May 8. Pops in Love. Richard
Hayman, conductor. $31, 33,
43.
May 9. Mother's Day Tribute.
Richard Hayman, conductor.
$17-49.
May 11-12. The Duke and All
That Jazz. Bruce Hangen, con-
ductor. $13-49.
May 13-14. Salute to Broadway.
Keith Lockhart, conductor. Sold
Out.

Axis
NEXT: 423-NEXT
May 11. Planet V + Jumping Jack
Frost, Bryan Gee & Moose. Cost
t.b.a.

Send submissions to ott@the-tech.mlt.edu or by Interdepartmental mall to "On The Town," The Tech, W20-483.

Sculler's
Tickets: 562-4111
Ticketmaster: 931-2000
May 6-7: George Russell Living
Time Orchestra. $22.
May 8-9. Jean Carne & Angela
Bofil. $25.
May 12. Kyle Eastwood Quintet.
$14.
May 13-14. Warren Hill. $20.
May 19-22. Ray Brown Trio. $22
Wed. and Thurs., $24 Fri. and
Sat.
May 25. Roger Kellaway &
Robben Ford. $26.
May 26. Kurt Elling. $16.

Boston Ballet Company: Dracula
Through May 23 at The Wang
Theatre, 270 Tremont St,
Boston 02116, 482-9393. The
Boston premiere of the gothic,
romantic, and spine-tingling bal-
let based on the famous Bram
Stoker novel, choreographed by
Houston Ballet Artistic Director
Ben Stevenson. Features the
music of Franz Liszt. Stunning
visual effects. including surpris-
ing transformations and
pyrotechnics, and lavish cos-
tumes help tell the story. For
tickets call Tele-charge at
(800)447-7400. $12.50-$69;
student rush tickets available at
The Wang Theatre box office for
$12.50 one hour before curtain.

Paradise Rock Club
Next: 423-NEXT.
May 7: Robbie Williams. $10
adv., $12 d.o.s.
May 13: Ozric Tentacles. $15.
May 20: Crash Test Dummies.
$15.
May 21: Econoline Crush. $5.
May 22. Built to Spill. $7.
May 22: Pushstars - CD Release
Show + My Favorite Relative. $8
adv., $10 d.o.s.

The Dance Complex
Events held at the Complex, 536
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge,
02139. For tickets and more
info, call 547-9363.
May 9, 7 pm. Dances from Africa
and the Diaspora. The Complex
will present an evening of African
and Afro-Brazilian dance per-
formed by faculty members and
their companies in celebration of
DanceMonth 99 to the music of

Dance

The Orpheum Theatre
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
May 15: Blondie. Sold Out.
May 16: Hole. Sold Out.
May 28: Medeski. Martin &
Wood and Marc Ribot Y Los
Cuban os Postizos. $21. On Sale
May 1 at noon.

Fleet Center
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
May 7. R. Kelly + Busta Rhymes
+ NAS Foxy Brown + Kelly Price +
Deb Cox. $49.50, $42.50.
Jun 14: Shania Twain. Sold out.
Jun. 17. Ani DiFranco + Maceo
Parker. $25.

Avalon
Next: 423-NEXT.
May 13: RZA A.K.A. Bobby
Digital, $17.

Berklee Performance Center
Ticketmaster: 931-2000
May 8: Jonatha Brooke. $20.
May 15: The Rankins. $20-$25.
May 23: Daniel O'Donnell.
$19.50, $24.50.
May 28: Dave Brubeck Quartet.
$28, $35.
Jun. 26: John McLaughlin:
Remembering Shakti. $22.50,
$26.50.

Worcester Centrum Centre
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
May 15: Bill Gaither & Friends.
$24.50, $17.50.

Tweeter Center for the
Performing Arts (Great Woods)
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
May 28: Lenny Kravitz + The
Black Crowes + Everlast + Cree
Summer. $39.50 pavilion,
$25.00 lawn.
May 30: WBCN River Rave.
Details t.b.a. on WBCN. $29.00.
Jun. 4: Natalie Merchant. $35,
$27.50.
Jun. 5: Kiss Concert. Details
t.b.a. on KISS. Sold Out.
Jun. 11: Charlie Daniels Band +
Marshall Tucker Band + Molly
Hatchet. $29.50, $25 pavilion,
$15 lawn.
Jun. 12: John Mellencamp + Son
Volt. $46 pavilion, $29.50 lawn.
Jun. 16, 18: Ozzfest incl. Black
Sabbath, Judas Priest, Primus,
Slayer. Jun. 16 Sold Out. $50
pavilion, $35 lawn.
Jun. 19: Rod Stewart, $79.75,
$59.75, $29.75.
Jun. 20: Journey + Foreigner.
$35.
Jun. 23, 24: J. Geils Band.
$39.50 pavilion, $25 lawn.
Jun. 26: Allman Brothers Band.
$40.50, $30.50 pavilion,
$25.50 lawn.
Jun. 29: Nickelodeon's All That
Tour with 98 Degrees + Monica
+ 3rd Storee + No Authority +
Aaron Carter. On sale 5/8 at 12
pm. $35, $25 pavilion, $17.50
lawn.
Jun. 30: Bad Company + David
Lee Roth. $35, $29.50 pavilion.
Jul. 9: Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers + Lucinda
Williams. $47.50 pavilion, $26
lawn.
Jul. 12, 13: Phish. $27.50. On
sale 5/23 at noon.
Jul. 17. Cher + Cyndi Lauper +
Wild Orchid. $75.25, $60.25,
$30.25.
Jul. 22: Bob Dylan + Paul Simon.
$115.00 and $69.50 pavilion,
$29.50 lawn.
Jul 24, 25: 'N Sync + Five +
Jordan Knight. Sold out.
Jul. 29: Barenaked Ladies. $35
pavilion. $25.00 lawn.
Jul. 31: Steve Miller Band +
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers. $32.50 pavilion,
$23.50 lawn.
Aug. 3: Lillith Fair '99. Incl.
Sarah McLachlan, Sheryl Crow,
the Pretenders, Mya, and
Me'shell Ndegeocello. Tickets on
sale 5/22.
Aug. 4: Roger Waters. $45 pavil-
ion, $35 lawn.
Aug. 20: Allman Brothers Band.
$40.50, $30.50 pavilion,
$25.50 lawn.
Aug. 28: WKLB's Country Music
Festival featuring Alabama, + Ty
Herndon + The Kinleys. $29.50
pavilion, $19.50 lawn.
Sep. 2, 3: Jimmy Buffett and the
Coral Reefer Band. $52, $40.50
pavilion, $27 lawn. Sold out.
Sep. 11: R.E.M. $39.50 pavilion,
$29.50 lawn.

Popular Music

Foxboro Stadium
Ticketmaster: 931-2000
May 16. George Strait Country
Music Festival. + Tim McGraw,
Jo Dee Messina, Dixie Chicks,
Mark Wills, Kenny Chesney and
Asleep at the Wheel. $29.50,
$39.50, $49.50.
May 29: Dave Matthews Band +
Santana + The Roots. Sold out.
May 30: Dave Matthews Band +
Santana + The Roots. $35.50.

The Middle East
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
May 9-11, 13-15, 20-21, 27:
WBCN Rock 'n' Roll Rumble -
Local Band competition. $7.
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Crossword Puzzle

1999 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All rights reserved. 5f1199

ACROSS 47 Home and Olin 5 Howard or Norton 48 Vigoda or Fortas
1 "_ and Johnny" 49 Equipped with 6 Business abbr. 51 Dissevered
8 Sucker paddles 7 Language suffix 52 Full of furrows

11 Jolson and 50 Thick piece 8 Play part 53 European river
Jarreau 51 Language 9 Bee and Em 54 Channel port

14 Reduces puzzles 10 Ballplayer Rose 55 Plant starters
15 Theater signal 56 Paste again 11 Degradation" 57 Mardi
16 Snaky scarf 58 Gardener's tool 12 Cambodia's
17 Augmentation 59 Hoodwinked Nol
19 Plus 61 Applying to a 13 Forlorn
20 Visualize previous period 18 Center
21 Buries 66 In the past 22 Slugger's stat
23 Garden of golder 67 End of a ship 24 Butter serving

apples" 68 Prep~red 25 Slurs over
28 Musical pulse phYSically 26 "Bolero"
31 Dershowitz and 69 Affirmative composer

Greenspan comment 27 Vacuous.
32 Target sighter 70 Farm.pen 29 Condor's digs.
33 Improvement of 71 Steenng levers 30 Snares

the mind 32 Fergie's prince
38 Pitcher's stat DOWN 33 Reiner and Jung
39 Exist 1 Surface of the 34 One archangel .
40 _ of iniquity body 35 DiC~prio and da
41 Pecufiar 2 Taylor of ''The VinCI
42 Puppy bite Nanny" 36 Sdntillas
43 II Bravo" 3 Cigar droppings 37 Fragrances .
44 Voting 4 D.C. advisory 45 Biller's partner?

populations grp. 46 Fuss

59 Fodder
60 Live on
62 Legendary Giant
63 Jackie's second

husband
64 Infielder Ripken
65 Up to. briefly
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Monday's Events
3:30 p.m. - The Certification of AP600. Mr. Brian Mcintyre, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Dept. of Nuclear Engineering/American Nuclear Society Seminars.
Refreshments in Room NW12-222 at 3:00 pm. Room NW12-222.

4:00 p.m. - In the Air: How Military and Civil Realms Share Information. Elaine
Scarry, Harvard. Program in Science, Technology, and Society 1999 Spring Colloquia.
Room E51-095.

5:00 p.m. - Chamber Music Society Student Concerts. Call for final schedule and
information. Killian Hall.

7:00 p.m. - 2-Plano Student Recital. 2-Piano Student Recital. Kresge Auditorium.
7:00 p.m. - Chamber Music Society Student Concerts. Call for final schedule and
information. Killian Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Two Tales from the Tissue Engineering Front. Linda Griffith, Professor,
Chemical Engineering Dept., MIT. Annual Sigma Xi Lecture. Student Center, Sala de
Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Ceramics/Materials Science.

Tuesday's Events
12:00 p.m. - Emerging Themes In 'Amerlcan Transportation History. Leonard Reich.
Dibner Institute Lunchtime Colloquia. Room E56-100.

4:00 p.m. - Poly~1 Thin FIlm Transistors on Low Temperature Plastic Substrates.
Paul Carey, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. MTL VLSI Seminar Series.
Refreshments.in lobby of room 34-101 at 3:30 p.m. Room 34-101.

4:30 p.m. - Aerodynamic Performance Measurements of a Fully Scaled, Transonic,
Cooled Turbine In a Short Duration Facility. Mr. Chris Spadaccini, MIT/GTL. Gas
Turbine Seminar Series. Refreshments 4:15. Room 31-161.

'5:00 p.m. - Chamber Music Society Student Concerts. Call for final schedule and
information. Killian Hall.

6:30 - 8:00 p.m. - The MIT Sloan E-Commerce Awards. The MIT Sloan E-Commerce
Awards are a first-of:-its-kind award ceremony designed to recognize organizations for
their successful innovation in web-based business. Bldg. E51, Wong Auditorium.
Sponsor. MIT Sloan E-Commerce Awards.

7:00 p.m. - Chamber Music Society Student Concerts. Call for final schedule and
information. Killian Hall.

8:00 p.m. - A Man'on the Moon. Andrew Chaikin, Author of A Man on the Moon.
Andrew Chaikin is the world's premier historian on the Apollo Space Program. Tom
Hanks used Chaikin's novel.as the basis of his Emmy-winning miniseries "From the
Earth to the Moon." Room 6-120. Sponsor: Students for the Exploration and
Development of Space.

Sunday's Events
9:30 a.m. - Sailing Regattas. Sailing Team regattas held at local venues. MIT, BU,
Harvard. Cheer on the Sailing Team or just enjoy a spring day by the river; Sailing

Saturday's Events
9:30 a.m. - Sailing Regattas. Sailing Team regattas held at local venues. MIT, BU,
Harvard. Cheer on the Sailing Team or just enjoy a spring day by the river. Sailing
Pavilion. Sponsor: MIT Nautical Association.

9:30 a.m. - Sailing Regattas. Sailing Team regattas held'at local venues. MIT, BU,
Harvard. Cheer on the Sailing Team or just enjoy a spring day by the river. MIT-51; I

Sailing Pavilion. Sponsor: IQIITNautical Association.
1:00 p.m. - Emerson Scholarship Student Recital. Killian Hall.
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Cross Products Spring Concert. Come join us in a celebration of 10
years of Christian A Cappella music by MIl's own "Cross Productsl" Also featuring
Brown's "With One Voice.". 10-250. Sponsor: Cross Products.

8:00 p.m. - Plush Daddy Fly and the Popcom Puppeteers. Plush Daddy Ay have
escaped from the asylum yet again to bring you some fabulous original sketch come-
dy. Join them for their Spring extravaganza but don't forget your toothbrush. 54-100.
Sponsor: Plush Daddy Ay.

8:00 p.m. - MIT Symphony Orchestra Concert. Dante Anzolini, conductor. Admission
2.00. Kresge Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. - Playwrights In Performance. Associate Provost of the Arts Alan Brody
directs a series of one-act plays written by members of the MIT community .• Kresge
Rehearsal Rm B.

8:00 p.m. - She Stoops to Conquer. Oliver Goldsmith's 18th century comedy, directed
by Claire Hoult. Admission $10, $8 other students, sr citizens & MIT community; $6
MIT/Wellesley students. Kresge Uttle Theater.

TechCalendar TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the Mil community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shan not be held liable for any loss-
es, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online at http://tech-caltmdar.mit.edu
Friday's Events Pavilion. Sponsor: MIT Nautical Association.

1.-
3:00 p.m. - Warren K. lewis Lecture. Everybody Wins! Gordon A. Cain, Gordon and 12:00 p.m:!- Service at common cathedral. Worship on Boston Common with people
Mary Cain Foundation. Chemical Engineering Department Spring Seminar Series. who live outdoors and people who live indoors. Make and share peanut butter and
Reception held before seminars at 2:45 p.m. Room 66-119. jelly sandwiches afterwards. Meet at Wl1. Sponsor: Lutheran-Episcopal Ministry.

3:00 p.m. - Quantu .. Mechanlcal Engineering. Professor Seth Lloyd, Mechanical 4:00 p.m. - Shahld Parvez, sitar and Shubhen Chatterjee, tabla. Presented by
Engineering Dept., MIT. Mechanical Engineering Spring Seminar Series. Refreshments MITHAS (MIT Heritage of South Asia) & the New England Hindu Temple (NEHT).
to follow in Miller Room, 1-114. Room 3-270 .. Admission $15, $12-MITHAS/NEHT members/students, $10-MIT students. Wong

, 4:15 p.m. - Resonant Hypergeometrlc Series. Bernd Sturmfels, University of Auditorium.
California, Berkeley. Combinatorics Seminar. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 6:00p.m. - Chamber Music Society Student Concerts. Call for final schedule and
p.m. in Room 2-349. Room 2-338. information. Killian Hall.

7:30 p.m. - The Graduate. Starring Anne Bancroft and Dustin Hoffman. 105 minutes,
rated R. Admission $2.50. Room 10-250. Sponsor: .LSC.

8:00 -10:00 p.m. - MIT Japan Program/MIT Anlme Club Showing. Porco Rosso
(approx. 90 minutes, subtitled). E51-345. Sponsor: Anime Club.

8:00 p.m. - She Stoops to Conquer. Oliver Goldsmith's 18th century comedy, directed
by Claire Hoult. Admission $10, $8 other students, sr citizens & MIT community; $6
MIT/W~lIesley students. Kresge Little Theater.

8:00 p.m. - MIT Festival Jazz Ensemble Concert. James O'Dell, director. Kresge
Auditorium.

8:00 p.m . ..: Playwrights In Performance. Associate Provost of. the Arts Alan Brody
directs a series of one-act plays written by members of the MIT community. Kresge
Rehearsal Rm B.

Somethin to
feel good a out.

UniliedWay
..

This space donated by The Tech

http://tech-caltmdar.mit.edu
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Institute Honors Students, FacUlty at Convocation.
By Rima Arnaout
./SSOC/.-/lL \FIrS t.DIlOR

MIT celebrated outstanding stu-
dents, faculty. and programs in'
many areas of achievement at the
1999 Awards Convocation ceremo-
ny.

Presiding over Wednesday's
c\"ent was Chancellor Lawrence S.
Bacow '72. The event "was MIT at
its best and it made me proud to be
a member of the community."

The first awards presented were
the William L. Stewart, Jr.
Awards. which recognize students
and student organizations for their
contributions to extracurricular
activities on campus.

Rita H. Lin '00 received the
award for her work on Charm
School. Other recipients included
Graduate Student Council president
Brian J. Schneider G and Aaron D.
Winthers '99 for his work with the
MIT Gospel Choir and the Black
Christian Fellowship.

Ritu Gupta '99 won the award
for her dedication to health educa-
tion at MIT, while Douglas E.
Heimburger '00 won the award for
his work towards developing

TechCalendar.
Nightline was presented with an

award for its years of service to the
community.

The Harold J. P.ettegrove
Award was given to Be A. Ware '99
for his outstanding contributions to
intramural athletics.

The Peter Bowl Award is given
to a female senior who has shown
leadership in intercollegiate athlet-
ics. It was given to Robin C. Evans
'99.

The Admiral Edward L.
Cochrane Award is for a male
senior who has demonstrated leader-
ship and humility in intercollegiate
athletics. Ravi V. Sastry '99
received the award.

The Betsy Schumacker Award
was presented to Deirdre K. Dunn
'99 for excellence in an athletic
competition.

Joel Morales '99 was the recipi-
ent of the Howard W. Johnson
Award, which recognizes the male
senior athlete of the year.

The Malcolm G. Kispert
Awards honor the male and female

Awards, Page 22

rING LEE-THE TEeN

Babak Ayazifar G and Marc D. Paradis G won the Goodwin Medal for excellence in teaching by graduate
students.

. ".

USA's Oldest & largest
RTW Specialists - Est
1987 - Member BBB-

As seen In'
• The Washington Post
• ABCnews.com
• Consumer Reports

Travel Newsletter
• Outside Magazine
• Arthur Frommer's
• Co!xfe NasI Traveler

~ 8tft~ 1999 i

I

~.
•• !11 :00

Low .. son la_ - _ 01 $4210 5125 4Illdu<lod.

TAKE TWO WEEKS. OR UP TO A YEAR! A SAMPLER OF OUR 80.000+ AIIFARES:

$1095 NY-Paris-Delhi-Bangkok /landi Malaysia-HongKong-NY

$1345 NY-Bangkok-Singapore-BaJi-Bomeo-Manila-Saigon
(Ho Chi Minh) /landi Hanoi-Tokyo-NY

$1595 NY-London-Johannesburg-KuaJa Lumpur-Beijing-NY

$1995 NY-LA- Tahiti-Auckland-Sydney-Singapore-Delhi-
Istanbul I Land I Frankfurt or London~NY

AroundthW~rld'
in 80,000 ways: AirTreks.com is the ticket! .

C~$tomize your own fare at AirTreks.com or call us for an estimate on your dream tnp!

I'~1-800-350-0636 Request our Free Brochurel
8 _ Fax: 415-912-5606 .
~ High Adventure Travel, Inc. Email: Travel@AirTreks.com

mailto:Travel@AirTreks.com
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MIT Students, Alumni Named
In Lawsuit Filed by BU Officer
BTP, from Page I

Williams is named for reckless
conduct for purchasing alcohol for
underage drinkers.

Barry was allegedly injured July

don't let this summer
TRAVEL.... faster .iliiiri.your ....

Fares are ~ round trip, based on
roundtrip travel. Taxes not

included. Rates are from Boston,
LONDON • $100
MADRID • $274
PRAGUE • $298

FLORENCE • $250
FRANKFURT • $148

~'--
Council on International
Educational Exchange
MIT Student Center W20-024
84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge. MA 02139

19 after he responded to a complaint
on the premises. While climbing to
the roofdeck, he was pelted by bot-
tles, according to the B U police
report.

In avoiding the bottles, Barry suf-
fered a herniated disc in his back.
According to the suit, he "continues
to suffer neck, shoulder and arm pain
and has been unable to return to
work."

After the incident, the Boston
Licensing Board banned alcohol on
the premises until September, and
also prohibited the fraternity from
housing summer boarders this sum-
mer.

Tunick, BTP's president at the
time of the incident, said before the
board that "no Betas were present;
no Betas purchased or consumed
alcohol" at the party.

However, Williams was charged
by the police with purchasing a keg
consumed by underage summer resi-
dents at the party. His trial adjourned
without a finding in November.

Suit seeks unspecified damages
Under Massachusetts Law, attor-

neys in personal injury cases are not
allowed to specify an amount to the
jury. The complaint notes a worker's
compensation lien of$27,176.

However, that lien is ~'not even a
fraction of what his damages [are]"
and was used solely to place the trial
in superior court, said Jeffrey M.
Sankey, an attorney with Johnson,
Hassett and Hanley who is represent-
ing the Barry family.

"It's fairly clear that Mr. Barry
was significantly injured. This law-
suit is his opportunity to have his
case heard and for him to be com-
pensated for his losses," Sankey said.

Thomas R. Henneberry, director
of Insurance and Legal Affairs,
declined to comment, citing the
ongoing litigation.

Tom Alver, risk management
chair for the national Beta Theta Pi
fraternity, noted that the fraternity
does have a risk management policy
concerning events such as the party.
He declined to comment on the liti-
gation.

David W. Weaver '99, the current
president of the BTP chapter, could
not be reached for comment yester-
day.

Civil trials in Massachusetts gen-
erally move very slowly. "If it went
to trial within two years ... it would
be fast," Sankey said.

While all of the defendants have
been served with the case, none have
as of yet responded to Sankey.

GABOR CSANYI-THE TECH

Michael Zisman solos on the bandoneon, an accord Ian like
Instrument from Argentina. The concert was held Wednesday
In Killian Hall.

featu.rir~
internationally

acclaimed artists
Colon cancer is dIe secondHdiding
cancer killer and ewryone aged 50
and older is at risk. M'ore than
50,000 Americans will :die from
colon cancer and 131.600 new
cases will be diagnosed this year.
Talk to your doctOJ' about getting te..ftd.

This spa,ce donated by The Tech

SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL
COLORECTAL CANCI3R

ROUNDTABLE

~lAKF THE TIi\1E TO GET
A TEST 1 HAT COl-LD

SA\'L YOl.R LIFE

UYou Catl prevent colmi cancer,
even beat it."

• HILLARY RoD~AM CLINTON-

@S.A.rl0 N 1\ L FOR MORE INFOR-

lorectal MATtON, CALL THEancer AMERICAN CANCF.R
'. SOCIETYW"- ROt:NDTA8LE

. AT 1-800-ACS-2345Gnmm,A .,
Ft. Visl1wa MohanB.aa

Padrltashtee
DL. L. Subramaniam

A Passage to the New MUlenalum*
an Indian Classical Music Concerto

Sunday, May 23 @ 4 p.m .
Kresge Auditorium, M.I. T

Tickets $20, $30, $50, $100 +
Students $5 discount

Call The Source (W20 Lobby) @ (617)-252-1994

For additional information and onliae reservations visit us at
http:// www . aid b 0 S ton. 0 r:'g

* part of the Lakshminarayana Festival presented by
Association for India's Development & Viji Global Arts
~ Includes invitation to a receptiol;.with the artists.

Proceeds go towards supporting development projects in India~

nOr. L. Subramaniam ... simply the best ...
the greatest classical Indian violinist of

t" IIour Ime ...
SUNDAY TIMES, Durban, South Africa

"Pt. Vishwa Mohan Bhatt ... one of the
greatest and most expressive slide players
in the world" .
ACOUSTIC GUITAR MAGAZINE

II•••• fri._$21111
.1IIs fri. $24211
•••• "' •. $211 11-
IIISIInia __ $33111
.Santel IId .... elilS
, •• c.. IItlbl'l fir ...

tfotels from $39
RailPasses from $69
Concert Pkgs from $299

-930 Commonwealth Ave South
Boston, MA 02215

~6171i32-8080 Fax 617/232-5801

;~ .classtravel.com

'~/~~~I
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It's a connected world.
Do your share.

Seven Teams Present
Plans at Ceremony

COPYTECH
11-004 Only

END OF TERM
EXTENDED HOURS!

:1 /

MAY 10, Sam -11pm
MAY 11, Sam -11pm

2 CENT COpy DAY
WEDNESDAY MAY 12,

11-004 Sam- 11pm
E52-045 Sam - 6pm
W20 11am - Midnight
CopyTech Express

MONDAY
TUESDAY
r

over 40 companies which have
accumulated a total market value of
$500 million. Direct Hit, the Co-
Grand Prize Winner in 1998, is a
search engine company which has
secured partnership agreements
with HotBot, Apple,
LinkExchange/Microsoft, Lycos,
ICQI AOL, ADNet, and
LookSmart.

The $50K Competition seeks to
foster the entrepreneurial spirit not
only at MIT, but 'a~ross the world
through their global .network pro-
gram.

During Independent Activities
Period, the MIT $50K
Entrepreneurship Competition trav-
els to Singapore to present a confer-
ence to promote discussion with
government, education, and busi-
ness leaders in the area. The confer-
ence is hosted by the Center for
Management of Technology at the
National University of Singapore
and draws leaders in management
technology from all over the conti-
nent.

50K, from Page 1

Endowment for $SOK established
A special change in the proceed-

ings included the establishment of
an endowment fund to ensure ongo-
ing support for the competition. The
inaugural contribution was made by
the family of Robert P. Goldberg
'65; the organizers for the $50K
have subsequently named the Grand
Prize Award in his honor.

Past winners of the $50K
Competition have gone on to found

Organizers for the 1999 event
included Lead Organizer Heather J.
Wilding G; Sachin G. Divecha '00,
commWlications; Charles K. Sestok

.. G, events; llya B. Mirman G, spon-
sor relations; Michael A. Schulman
G, alumni mentor; and Cayce
Denton 'OO,Jnstitute liaison.

Sponsors this year included
Motorola, Fidelity Capital,
Morgenthaler Ventures, Highland

. Capital Partners, and Intel
Corporation.

Earth Share

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive,~ Suite 2K (AD4),
Washington, DC 20008.

_

. 4~."..
•

Regular Hours in 11-004 resume again
on Thursday May 13, 8am - 9pm!

( COPYTECH COPYTECH COPYTECH J

This space donated by The Tech

The Sloan Subject Prioritization System
B_idding Dates for Fall, 1999 Classes

http://sloanbid.mit.edu

....

Round II(Institute-wide)
()pens 3:00 p.m., Saturday, May 8 .

Closes 5:00 p.m., Thursday, May 13

Successful bids will appear on your Registration Form in
10"

September as well as be poste.d on the bidding website in
mid-August -- write down your password!

(.

Username = MIT ID#
To enter site, leave password field blank (then create new
password)
-------- ...---------------,------,-------- --------- -----------

http://sloanbid.mit.edu
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MICHELLE POVINELLI-THE TECH

MIsS Constance Neville (Debbie Rusberg) and Tony Lumpkin (Steve Dubin) act as glassy-eyed
lovers In Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer. Directed by Claire Hoult, the play will run
through Saturday In Kresge Little Theatre.

;-
ANNIE S. CHOI-TIIE TECH

In the MIT Community Players' production of She Stoops to Conquer, Marlow (Matt Norwood
'99) is overwhelmed when he discovers the true Identity of Miss Kate Hardcastle (Rachel
Anderson).

ADOPTION: Let us fill your baby's life
with love and happiness. Happily
married couple wishes to adopt
newborn. Full-time mother and
successful father to love, care and
nurture. Expenses paid. Call Terry &
Bob 1-800-652-6183.

Start-Ups or Internet Company Need
Bookkeeping, Accounting or Tax help
for your Start-U p or Internet
Company? Call Mark D. Crowley,
CPA(Adjunct Professor) at 781-395-
4180; 617-373-4651 Reasonable
rates.

• Travel

GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean or Central
America $199 round trip. Europe
$169 one way. Other worldwide
destinations cheap. Book Tickets on
line www.airtech.com or (212) 219-
7000

.'nfonnatlon

HUGE INTERNET PROFITS Refer
people to World's First 3D Virtual
Reality Shopping Mall and make
money when they Shop with your VIP
discount code. Free No selling.
Info:1-877-507-8936. Try it! Code#
UA 3677 at www.athomemall.cc

.Servlces Offered

Part-Time Jobs catering Waitstaff &
Bartenders. Work when you want!
Transportation Provided! Bartending
Classes also available! Call New
Dimensions Services (617) 423-
1999 DrlnkMaster Bartending
School Evening & Weekend Classes!
Student Discounts! Job Opportunities
Available! "TIPS" Certification! (617)
482-1999

Ready for career growth? I'm a
!.:ecruiter for the software industry. I
build relationships, share
information, and find the job you
want. Contact:
SoftwareJobsMA@hotmail.com. I'm
'also on campus frequently. ( I'm an
Assistant Coach at MIT)

Advertising Policy
Classified ads are due at 4:30 p.m.
two days before day of publication, and
must be prepaid and accompanied by a
complete. address and phone number.
Send or bring ads, with payment, to

$35,000 For Your Eggs: Loving, W2D-:483 (84 'Mass: Ave., Room 483,
~hildl.ess couple reac~es out to ~ ""Caritbridgef MA:02t39). Account
Intelligent. and .a.thletlc women, numbers' t~r Mil departments
w/sunny dISpOs.ltlons. You have, "accepted. Sorry nO' .personal" ads.
scored 1400 or higher on SATs, are ' .
pver 5'7", have light brown or blonde. Contact our office for more details at
hair and blue or green eyes. All 258-8~24 (fax: 258-8226) or ads@the-
medical expenses plus $35,000 fee. tech.mlt.edu.
Call: 1-800-570- 9144 $5 per.Insertion per unit of 35 words.

Now Seeking Student Managers for
on-campus promotions! No
Experience Necessary. Earn up to
$2,500+ a semester. Full training.
10-15 hours week. Call 1-800-797-
5743 Today!1

.,

.Help Wanted
1':..,.

EGG DONORS NEEDED! Desperately
wanted by infertile, hopeful parents.
All races needed. Ages 21-30.

,Compensation $3,500. Please Call
bPTIONS National Fertility Registry
(800) 886-9373

.Books Wanted

Bookshelves overloaded? Moving?
hetlrlng? We buy quality secondhand
books in most subject areas.
Immediate payment and removal.
Evening pickup at your residence or

l.Ii!)ffice. Call Mike. Upper Story Books
781-862-0999

The Magma Group , Boston's
premiere college marketing firm is
looking for motivated sales and
marketing reps to earn in upwards of
$500 a week while working flexible

,hours. Work for one of Boston's
hottest young companies and earn
good money while doing so. To learn
more send an email to
iobsma!!ma!!rouD.com.

GET PAID TO PARTY!!IFestive Events
is looking for outgoing people to
learn the fine art of DJ entertaining.

,.Gr:eat source of extra 'cash. Full
training provided! Must have car and
must be available on weekends. Call
(508)881-1095.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE: Electronics
Engineer needed for Dartmouth
geophysics research. Involves radio
SCience/travel/education. Women &
t'ninority candidates encouraged.
Send resume to Human Resources,
Dartmouth College, Hanover NH
03755.

vvvvvv_ ....C ....... VC_1 nc. ...._.c ......_. 41>1'VI

S._r,upNOW......

I Free Offer Expires May 7!
www.i-FileZQne.com/zoned.

PromoCode: Mil

-!.I'"

http://www.airtech.com
mailto:www.athomemall.cc
mailto:SoftwareJobsMA@hotmail.com.
http://www.i-FileZQne.com/zoned.
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Three Students Receive Karl Taylor Compton Prize

This space donated by The Tech

Sponsored by the \lIT \Iu~lilll Student-- A",.,Ol'!cltio!1 (llhcl-ec0 1ll1t.L'JU}

presented,to Dolores Cruz '00 and
Jason R. Dailey '99 ..

The Laya W. Wiesner Award
goes to an undergraduate woman
who has done the most to improve
community life at MIT. May K. q'se
'99 won the award.

The Association of MIT
Alumnae Senior Academic Aw~rd
was given this year to Lisa' R.
Kinder '99 for demonstrating out-
standing academic excellence.

The Louis Sudler Prize in <the
Arts goes to a senior who has
shown excellence in music, theater,
painting, sculpture, design, architec-
ture, or film. TlIe award was pre-
sented to Eto S. Otitigbe '99.

,The Laya and Jerome B.
Wiesner Awards recognjze
achievement in the creative or per-
forming arts and were presented to
Petra S. Chong'99, Matthew J.
Hanna '99, and Julie A. Park '99:

The Harold and Arlene
Schnitzer Prize in the Visual Arts
is given to MIT students who
demonstrate excellence in creaimg a
body of work in the visual arts.

_Richard R. Fletcher G, Matthew D.
Hollingworth G, and Vince. E.
Carballo '00 won the prize.

The Priscilla King Gray Award
for Public Service went to Jennifer
A. Kelly '99 for showing leaders-hip
in promoting social change.

The James N. Murphy Award
honors dedicated employees of
MIT. Daniel T. Engelhardt from'the
Office of Academic Services and
Carol Phillips of the Chemical
Enginee~ing Department won ~the
award.

The Gordon Y. Billard Award
is presented to members of MIT fac-
ulty and staff for special service~ to
the Institute. The award was given
to long-time Concert Band
Conductor John D. Corley, ,Jr.,
Professor of Management ~tephen
C. Graves, and Social Worker Dawn
C. Metcalf.

The Karl Taylor Compron
Prize honors students or student
groups for extended contributions in
promoting service and high stan-
dards at MIT. The Compton Prize is
the highest award given to an MIT
student~Van L. Chu '99 won for her
~ommitment to student activities.
Maisha K. Gray ,99 was honored
with the prize for her work with the
minority community at MIT.
Jeremy D. Sher '99 won for his cbn-
tributions to th~ Undergraduate
Association and Institute
Committees.

year's recipients were Duane H.
Dreger '99 and Katherine E.
Hardacre '99.

The Irwin Sizer Award for the
Most Significant Improvement in
MIT Education was presented to
Senior Lecturer Peter A.
Dourmashkin '76 for his work with
the Experimental Study Group. The
award is given to a member of the
MIT community to honor improve-
ments to MIT education. '

The Frank E. Perkins Award
goes to the professor who has
served as an excellent adviser and
mentor to graduate students. This
year's award goes to Professor
Markus Zahn, of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
and to Professor Stephen Van Evera
of Political Science.

The Graduate Student Council
Teaching Award recognizes excel-
lence in graduate teaching and was
presented this year to AXel van de
Walle G of the School of
Engineering and Professor Neil A.
Gershenfeld of the School of
Architecture and Planning.

The Goodwin Medal is given to
a graduate student for outstandingly
effective teaching. Babak Ayazifar
G of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science and Marc D.
Paradis G of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences won the award.

The Everett Moore Baker
Memorial Award for Excellence
in Undergraduate Teaching hon-
ors Assistant Professor Daniel Frey
this year.

The Bose Award for Excellence
in Teaching recognizes a faculty
member from 'the School of
Engineering for excellence in teach-
ing. Professor Herbert H. Einstein
of the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
received the honor.

The Arthur C. Smith Award is
given to the faculty member who
has shoWn devotion to undergradu-
ate affairs. It went to Associate
Professor Patricia J. Culligan of

,Civil and Environmental
Engineering.

The Kristen E. Finnegan Prize
went to Saleem H. Ali G of the
Department of Urban Studies and
Planning for 'his contribution to
wards .1mproving the writing skills
of undergraduates.. ' .

The Albert G. Hill Prize is
awarded to minority undergraduates
who have been committed to
improving the quality of life for
minorities at MIT. The award was

member organization that has pro-
moted interaction between its mem-
bers and its alumni. Delta Upsilon
received the award.

The Frederick Gardiner
Fassett, Jr. Awards recognize the
contributions of one male and one
female member of the IFC who
have contributed to the IFC's ideals
of brotherhood and sisterhood. This

nity service, went to Phi Delta
Theta,

Theta Chi received the Order
of Omega New Member
Education Award, given to the
IFC member organization that has
the most outstanding pledge pro-
gram.

The Reid Wheedon '41 Alumni
Relations Award honors the IFC

Please join the humanitarian effort that will
provide food, water, medicine and much

needed aid to the Kosovar refugees.

N eed Your Helping Hand

Women and children have died on arrival at crossing points
into Albania due to exhaustion and exposure! Over 800,000

have been forced out of their homes. The plight of the
Ethnic Albanian touches every heart. No one would want

to be in a situation like this.

Kosov AR REFUGEES

Donate online www.mercyusa.org

Founded in 1986, Mercy International-USA (Mercy), is a nonprofit international relief and development
organization dedicated to alleviating human suffering and supporting individuals and their communities in
their efforts to become more self-sufficient. Mercy International-USA, which is registered with the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID) and ha.. consultative status with the United
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSQC), has had offices and warehouses in Albania since
November 1993.

Awards, from Page 16

senior athletes of the year. It went to
Victoria A. Best '99 and Jason C.
Miller '99.

The James R. Killian, Jr.
Community Senice Award, rec-
ognizing the Interfraternity Council
member organization that makes an
outstanding contribution to commu-

M.I.T. Community
Summer Softball

1999
Umpire Meeting

New Umpires Welcome!

Wednesday 12 May
5:30pm 1-190
Umpire Clinic:Thursday
20 Mayt5:30pm, 1-,1,9~
For mo're information" contact.

Mark S. Throop & Maryann Smela
MIT Rm. 56-686

X3-6207
978-734-3$.39

mthroop@ ultranet.com
. ,

•

'.
.. •• .,.: It c...

'! .:.. ,t

This space donated by The TectK.;.

http://www.mercyusa.org
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said.
McKenney attributed his place to

the fact that he "kept it simple" as
well.

"I love this class; it was great,"
Aguelles said.

McKenney agreed that the class
was "lots of fun."

Of the contest runs, Aguelles
said "it was really scary until the
finals," when he saw that everything
was working. "I'd only driven the
trailer twice," he said.

Justin W. Weir '0 I helped
Aguelles practice driving his robot
"nearly every day last week," Weir
said.

MechEverest, from Page I

dropped into the top hole, which
scored five points each. Arguelles
was the only student to score above
50 points and his 58 was the
evening's high.

Only three students designed
robots which used the extra pucks,
and of these only Aguelles's
scored, said Head Undergraduate
Assistant Kristin A. Jugenheimer
'99.

Aguelles's trailer required no
additional controls, and was a "sim-
ple mechanical solutior. requiring no
electrical engineering," Slocum

2.007 Student Uses
Extra Pucks, Trailer
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ROTC has history of strife
In 1990, the faculty voted to

condemn the then-ROTC policy,
which they found violated MIT's
policy of non-discrimination. A
five-year working group was later
createq to review the problem.

In 1996, the faculty called for a
modified ROTC program that
would be open to all MIT students,
regardless of their sexual orienta-
tion, as well as a supplemental
financial aid package for those
who lose their ROTC funding as ~
result of their sexual orientation.

Early in 1998, MIT filed a
friend of the court brief in a case
which sought to turn over the mil-
itary's "don't ask, don't tell" poli-
cy. However, the policy has not
been overturned as of yet.

doing this if you can't even com-
mission them in the end?'"

Rooney said that the introduc-
tion of the new course was not a
conscious effort to resolve the con-
flict betweet:l MIT policy and U.S.
law by providing homosexual stu-
dents with an avenue to participate
in more ROTC activities.

Rather, he said, the introduction
of the class was unrelated to that
issue and was an attempt to bring
ROTC ideas to the mainstream
MIT curriculum.

At the faculty meeting, howev-
er, McKersie introduced the pro-
posal for the new course by saying,
"We have under consideration the
conflict between national rules on
discriminatory policy with regard
to sexual orientation and MIT's
policy of non-discrimination."
McKersie did not further elaborate
on his comment.

"1 think the gay-lesbian issue
with regards to the congressional
law has been in conflict and still is
in conflict [with MIT policy]. ..but
until Congressional Law changes,
MIT can only do what it can with-
out violating the law," Rooney
said.

was apparent that the attendance
during lAP was mainly due to the
cap we placed on students. We
didn't overbook like most lAP
activities, so we only offered spots
to 30 students."

The new Sloan course was
well-received by officers in all
three divisions of ROTC, Rooney
added. "Merging the three services
into one course really provides a
better interface for the cadets.

At the faculty meeting,
McKersie said that the Sloan
School had been particularly
receptive to the proposal.

Gay Students Face.
Continued Exclusion
ROTC, from Page I

No changes in ROTC policy
The proposal of the new Sloan

course has revamped debate on the
conflict between MIT's non-dis-
crimination policy and the mili-
tary's stance against homosexuals.

The military currently prohibits
the promotion of outwardly homo-
sexual students to positions as
commissioned officers in the mili-
tary through its "don't ask, don't
tell" policy. As a result, homosex-
ual students involved in ROTC are
not allowed to participate in field
activities at MIT or training opera-
tions at Camp Edwards.

MIT policy, however, prohibits
discrimination based on sexual ori-
entation-creating a conflict
between MIT and the national law.

Homosexual students can take
ROTC courses, but are excluded
from what Rooney described as
"anything that could involve issu-
ing them uniforms." These stu-
dents do not qualify for the month-
ly stipend that other ROTC
students receive, primarily because
they do not participate in field
activities.

"Because we can't commission
them, it's a liability to have them
in field exercises," .Rooney said.'
"They could be hurt out there, and
you'd have to ask, 'Why are you
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